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PREFATORY NOTE

AMONGST
the illustrations to be found in the following pages

probably none will interest the reader more than the pencil

drawings by William Twopeny, reproduced here by the courtesy
of Mr. Charles Twopeny and the authorities of the British Museum.
These delightful sketches were made during the early part of the last cen-

tury, and, apart from their high artistic qualities, their value as authentic

records of houses and details, many of which no longer exist at any
rate in their original state cannot be over-estimated. The Editor has

endeavoured to present as many as possible of these drawings in facsimile,

but in some cases, owing to the delicate nature of the originals, it has

been found impossible to obtain a satisfactory result by this process.
Some of the drawings have, therefore, been re-drawn by Mr. H. P.

Clifford, and these can easily be identified by referring to the list of

illustrations.

In the preparation of this volume the editor desires to acknowledge his

indebtedness to the following who have rendered him valuable assistance

in various ways : Mr. S. H. Baker, R.E., Mr. Wilfrid Ball, R.E.,
Mr. John W. Butterworth, Miss Jessie Chandler, Mr. F. W. Davis, R.I.,

Miss K. Delano-Osborne, Mr. P. J. English, Mr. J. R. Furness, Curator

of the Royal Cambrian Academy, Hon. Charles Hanbury-Tracy, Mr. J.

Hansen, Mr. R. J. Holliday, Mr. T. W. Whitmore Jones, Mr. R. Keene,
Mr. Alured Faunce De Laune, Mr. W. Nicholls, Captain Tudor Owen,
Mr. E. Arthur Rowe, Mr. Alan Sands, Mr. Richard Scriven, F.S.I., and

Mr. Lawrence Weaver, F.S.A., for kindly placing at the Editor's disposal
his unique collection of photographs of lead-work.
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I.-INTRODUCTION.
HE phase of domestic art with which these pages deal

is one of peculiar interest, as relating to a period of

transition. It was an eventful period, during which

olden customs and olden standards were gradually

yielding to fresh ideals of expansion ; and, in fine,

that sense of personal comfort in his surroundings
was developed and embodied into what the Englishman
understands by the word " home." It can scarcely

be said ttiat, previously to the end of the fifteenth century, or even later

perhaps, comfort, in the modern sense, existed at all. Thus, the glazing
of windows, on account of the high price of the material, was a com-

paratively rare luxury ;
household fires were not usually provided for by

fireplaces and chimneys (notwithstanding notable exceptions in places so

widely distant from one another as Abingdon Abbey in Berkshire, and

the castles of Aydon in Northumberland, Bodiam in Sussex and Carnarvon

in North Wales), but the smoke was allowed to permeate the atmosphere
of the room until it found a way of escape through the windows or

the louvre in the roof; floors were uncarpeted and, for the most part,

strewn with rushes, too seldom renewed
; and, in short, sanitation was

inadequate and elementary to the first degree.
The causes, owing to which an entire change was eventually brought
about, were divers. For one, the dissolution of the monasteries by

Henry VIII. and the secularisation of the property of the religious

orders, shortly before the middle of the sixteenth century, entailing as

it did a sudden accession to great wealth on the part of a numerous class

of new men, without family ties or traditions, opened up such vast

opportunities for experimentalising and innovation as had never before

been known in England. Contemporaneously with all this was taking

place that momentous revolution in art known as the Renaissance.

Already a century old in Italy,
it had spread by this time so far and

wide as to have succeeded in infecting the whole of Western Europe.
Introduced opportunely into this country when the means and incli-

nations of a certain section were favourable, it immediately obtained

a footing among them. Fresh buildings were erected in what was

supposed to be the classic style, or existing ones remodelled in conformity
with the new fashion ; the eventual spread and general adoption "ot

which became thenceforward only a question of time. Nevertheless,
the English national temperament, conservative and tenacious of what-

ever custom has familiarised, was actively responsible for retarding
matters. There was a proportion, tar from negligible, who viewed the

incoming tide of novelty with distrust and disapprobation. In this

connection it is not without significance that a certain Italian, from

Modena, who, having made the tomb of Charles VIII. at Saint Denis,



afterwards came across the channel to solicit the commission for

Henry VII. 's monument at Westminster, was popularly known in this

country as
"
Pageny." For the day had not then yet arrived when the

English people, as a whole, were so tired of their own traditional Gothic,

with all its time-hallowed associations, as to make its supplanting by
a foreign style quite the welcome and easy transition it is usually

represented. Nay, as one may see in numberless instances, the irre-

concilable divergence and conflict between the two elements produced
a result that it would be much more correct to describe as incongruity
than harmony or fusion.

Nor was the spirit of Hamanism in letters so closely allied with, nor so

propitious to the Renaissance as is claimed for it. Had such really
been the case the Universities, as chief seats of learning in the Kingdom,
must have been the first to be affected by it and would be bearing

today visible tokens of the same in the aspect of their buildings. But,
to judge by the evidence which those buildings afford, the very opposite
is the truth. It was in academic Oxford that the practice of Gothic,

ailing and doomed, it must be confessed, but alive still, lingered longest.

Thus, in 1640 (that is after an interval of nearly three centuries from
the first appearance of fan-vaulting, in the Cloisters at Gloucester), an

all but nameless architect from London produced the magnificent
entrance to the hall at Christ Church

;
a feat which, but that it is

attested by incontrovertible record, no one would ever have credited

to so recent a date. The chapels of Wadham and Jesus Colleges contain

windows (1612 and 1636 respectively) almost as astonishing for their

period.
It was mainly in the homes of the newly-enriched and of those in high
places about the court, who naturally would be the first to be swayed
by the latest fashions from over-seas, that novelties most strikingly
asserted themselves. Thus, Kirby Hall, Northamptonshire (page 55),
built in 1570-1575, altered in 1638-1640, and now almost a ruin, yet
retains enough of its original character, as it was when it belonged to

Queen Elizabeth's favourite and Lord Chancellor, Sir Christopher Hatton,
to warrant it being quoted as a type of the fashionable mansion of a

courtier of the period. With the exception of its large rectagonal
windows, with mullions after the English tradition, it is distinctly foreign
in inspiration. No completer contrast to Kirby exists than is presented

by another building in the same county, viz., the Lodge at Rushton,
built, between 1575 and 1605, for one of the old school and far from

being a persona grata with the authorities. If Kirby parades its owner's
classical culture, still more exaggeratedly is Rushton Lodge a manifesto
of Sir Thomas Tresham's attachment to the former order. It was this

man's son Francis who, driven to desperation by the relentless perse-
cution of which his father had been the victim, and by the obloquy
amidst which himself, as member of a recusant family, had been reared,
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in a fatal moment joined the conspirators of the Gunpowder Plot, and

is credited by many with having, at the eleventh hour, betrayed the

terrible secret.

But to resume. Very gradually, and, as it must have been to the

generations during whose lifetime it befel, almost imperceptibly, the

change was wrought. In the case of the majority of domestic buildings
no sudden nor violent revolution was effected. Nay, to all appearance,
new features were admitted sparingly and with strict reserve, while the

olden Gothic devices of battlement and four-centred arch, of mullion and

hood-mould, continued in use long after the introduction of Renaissance

forms for porch and chimney-piece. These last, however, if con-

spicuous, are not the essential indices of the whole. Mere superficial

excrescences, they could not radically affect the old standards of con-

struction, and so, to dwell on them, as writers on the subject are apt to

do, is to give a partial account of the art of the period. The one vital

change that slowly but surely undermined and finally revolutionised the

practice of architecture was the setting out of buildings on a fresh and

formal system of ground-planning. The keynote of the Renaissance

is, to sum up in one word, artificiality. Based and reared on a founda-

tion, not self-evolved, but conventionally devised with a view to external

symmetry, the character of the whole underwent fundamental altera-

tion. Hitherto, the paramount determining factor had been practical

requirements. For these, originally simple and rudimentary, at first a

simple plan sufficed, additions thereto and variations being made from
time to time as increasing needs demanded or fancy might suggest.
The aggregate result, if irregular, was always picturesque, and that,

perhaps, in proportion to its irregularity. Now, however, a new ideal

obtained sway ;
an ideal of mathematical and correct uniformity, in-

tolerant alike of diversity and of spontaneity. To this tyrant fashion

every other consideration was sacrificed. A gable designed for one end
of a building must have its precise counterpart at the opposite end

;

a bay or a projecting wing at one point in the composition must be

balanced by its duplicate at the corresponding point, quite irrespective
internal requirements or even of internal convenience.^ And if this is not

always patently obvious at the present day, the~reason is that subsequent

generations, impatient of the conventions that fettered their fathers, have
not scrupled to destroy nor to add to Elizabethan and Jacobean structures

when occasion arose. However, there are not wanting instances ot

typical buildings, which, having remained practically unaltered since the

date of their erection, may be quoted as illustrating the foregoing
remarks.

Thus it may be noted how, in the south front of the Jacobean house ot

Chastleton in Oxfordshire (page 41), the entrance is made intentionally

inconspicuous in the side of one of the bays, not even a porch being
admitted to relieve the rigid symmetry of the parts. More studiously



uniform is the front (beginning ot seventeenth century) of Bramshill,

Hampshire (page 43), and still more so that of Wootton Lodge, Stafford-

shire (page 54). The last named is, of course, later in date than the

two others, and in general composition furnishes an instance of approxi-

mation, already advanced, towards the monotonous square box dwelling
of Georgian days. Not seldom, indeed, is this insistence on artificial

symmetry carried to such lengths as to afford in buildings intended to be

the very embodiment of the early ideal, the sure sign of their being or

more recent erection. Thus, the street front of Wadham College
in Oxford, though crowned with battlements and carefully imitated in

all its details from Perpendicular originals, would still bewray itself,

though no actual record of its Jacobean date existed. The whole compo-
sition is much too evenly balanced to be mistaken for a genuine mediasval

design, with its oriel-windowed tower, precisely in the middle, flanked

by three uniform tiers of windows on either side, and the two bays, one

at each extremity, line for line, alike. Again, the eastern side of the

quadrangle at Oriel College (erected between 1637 and 1642, regnante

Caro/o, as recorded in old stone letters), is so slavishly symmetrical that,

to match the louvre over the hall on the left, another louvre, not in the

least wanted, is set up at the corresponding part of the block, where the

buttery, kitchen, and chapel are situated
;
while the entrance to the

chapel itself is disguised by an oriel, fashioned on the model of that of

the hall at the opposite end ! The two last-named instances of Wadham
and Oriel Colleges, where moribund traditional forms are retained while
the Renaissance spirit already dominates the main conception, were but
the precursors of that phase, close at hand, when Gothic was everywhere
deliberately rejected and a whole-hearted acceptance of the new
classicalism came to pass.
To sum up, then, it is indispensable to a right appreciation of the

architecture of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries to take into

account how diverse were the several currents and influences of the

time, and in what contrary directions they tended. For if there was no

rupture in continuity, neither can it be said that there was anything like

uniform nor steady development all along the line. Some were for

innovation, others were hostile to it. The former, at first at any rate

and for some while, merely adopted as it were certain Italian catchwords,
or rather a version that had reached their ears of those catchwords,
uttered with a strong French or German accent. But, just as the adoption
of a foreign phrase or two does not transform a native vernacular, so

neither did the superficial addition ot one or all of the five orders make
the current architecture of England to be anything else but English at

bottom. Yes, and English it would have remained in spite of the five

orders if that had been all. But far more insidious a foe insidious
because its purport remained unperceived, wearing the outward mask of
Gothic until a mask had ceased to be necessary was the new method of
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setting out the ground plan with the object of mechanical symmetry in

elevation. This is what, transfusing architecture from the root up,

eventually succeeded in alienating its whole character.

Meanwhile the instinct, as has been said, of our race, with its deep-seated
aversion to change, was responsible for a pertinacious adherence to old

forms of expression, and that actually sustained when, the substance

within being already changed, adherence had become illogical. In other

words, buildings conceived and planned in a Renaissance manner, still

for some time wore, as far as might be, the garb and lineaments of

Gothic. Such an anomalous state could not permanently endure. In

the end the new movement prevailed to the extent that the outward

feature also of Gothic was superseded, as indeed its sentiment had already
been. And yet, even then, among the unsophisticated workers of the

country, the spirit of Gothic survived late and died hard. No one can

dispute it who has studied the homely architecture of farmhouses and

cottages in out-of-the-way rural districts, and the simple, traditional crafts,

such, for instance, as those of joinery, plastering and iron-smithing.
Down almost to within living memory the village carpenter and the

village blacksmith handed on the workmanlike methods of their fathers

and their fathers' fathers, and continued to produce results which, evolved

from process, material and purpose, without a thought of style, but with

enough freedom for the expression of the worker's fancy or of the pride
and pleasure he felt in his labour, were as verily Gothic in essence as

any product of the Middle Ages.





II.-EXTERIORS.
MONG the earlier houses extant, a large proportion

belong to the class known as half-timbered, or, to speak
more correctly, wooden-framed. And these again,

though constructed every one of them on the ele-

mentary post-and-lintel principle, yet present immense

variety in details.

No essential difference exists between the timber-

framed buildings of pre-Elizabethan times and the very
latest in date before the art died out altogether. In every case the

traditional mode of construction was the same. Simplicity itself, it may
briefly be described as follows : Firstly, upon a low base or plinth, built

of stone or brick, and sufficiently high to raise the woodwork above

contact with the moist earth, was laid a horizontal piece of squared
timber to form the cill. Into this cill were mortised upright quarters,
otherwise called studs or puncheons, for the framing of the walls, the

tops of these quarters being themselves mortised into a horizontal head-

beam, constituting the plate. Every tenon and joint was held firmly in

position by a wooden pin or peg, in some parts of the country called a

"nog," the head of which
would not necessarily be cut

off flush with the surface of

the wood-work, but would

project sometimes, as, for in-

stance, may be seen in the

illustration of the doorway
at Little Moreton Hall in

Cheshire (page 11), upwards
of an inch. The durability
of this mode of fastening
timber-work together is re-

markable, and far superior to

the later use of iron bolts

and nails, which are actually

injurious from their natural

tendency to corrode and to

split the wood.
A highly characteristic

feature of timber construc-

tion is the corner-post at

each angle of the building.
More solid than the other

timbers, the corner-post con-

sisted of a massive balk, DOORWAY ROYTON, LENHAM, KENT
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squared out of a tree-trunk, and always,
in the case of an oversailing storey
above it, set bottom-end upward, so

that the out-curved root might pro-
vide a substantial spur or bracket for

the support of the upper stage. The
extremities of the floor-joists of the

first storey either might be exposed
or, less ordinarily, might be protected
from the weather by a facia-board.

They would rest upon the wall-plate
of the ground floor wall, and would

project beyond. the face of the latter

a foot or so much further as might
be required. They carried the breast-

summer, or horizontal beam, which,

forming the basis of the wooden

superstructure, was analogous to the

cill of the ground floor. In the case

of houses with overhanging storeys
on two contiguous sides (e.g.,

north

and east or east and south) there had
'

to be adopted a peculiar system of

construction for the ceiling between the ground floor and the first floor.

For so as to enable the projecting joists to present a uniform appear-
ance on both sides, they could not run all in one direction, but must
be laid at right angles to one another. And yet neither might the

one set cross over on the top of the other set, because then their

extremities would project at two different levels
; nor, in maintaining

the same level, must they be let into one another, because that would
weaken them at every intersection. There was only one way out of
the difficulty, and the practical ingenuity of the builders of course

discovered and adopted it. To wit, a stout principal, in technical

language, the "
dragon-beam," was provided, which, crossing the ceiling

diagonally from the top of the corner-post, received the inner extremities

of the joists, housed into itself on either side at an angle of forty-five.
Thus it was contrived that their outer extremities, evenly projecting for

the support of the overhanging upper stage, showed on the two contiguous
sides alike. A perfect example of a dragon-beam may be seen in the
north-east corner of the (late Gothic) Guild House at Lavenham, Suffolk

;

but precisely the same plan of construction was followed, when necessary,
as long as timber-framed houses themselves continued to be built.

The effect of an oversailing storey is extremely picturesque, but it

should be understood that the derivation and purpose of the same was

purely utilitarian. Timber construction arrived at maturity in days
10
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when rain-water gutters and pipes had not yet been invented. And
therefore an overhanging storey, just like a deep-eaved roof, was found

to be a simple device for sheltering the lower part of the house from

drippings of rain, which would otherwise run down the walls and,

soaking in, sap the base of the structure. That this is the true and
rational explanation is proved from the alternative method adopted in

some counties, particularly in Worcestershire. For whereas, wherever
walls are lightly constructed of withes of wattle with dab between the

timber framework, storeys may overhang without danger ;
in those

other districts, on the contrary, such as Worcestershire, where it is

more customary to fill in the frames with brick, the superincumbent
weight of such an oversailing wall would practically be too much for the

joist-ends to bear, even though their strength were supplemented, as

sometimes was done in timber construction, by powerful brackets.

Consequently the typical timber-framed brick house is built with walls

sheer from the ground up to the roof, instead of having its upper storey
to overhang. The latter device, however, is so invaluable that in such

parts of the country, as in Worcestershire aforesaid, it is common to

meet with old houses having their walls fitted with horizontal pent-
houses of sloping boarding or tiling. These pent-houses are almost as

picturesque in appearance as overhanging storeys, and, what is of greater

importance, equally effective

for the purpose of diverting
and throwing off the rain.

The same necessity of warding
exposed members of the struc-

ture from the wet is responsible
for the barge

- board or,

more reasonably, verge-board
attached to the under sides of

a gable, with the object of

covering the ends of the roof-

rafters. And whereas in

timber houses of the Gothic

period nearly every portion of

the exterior woodwork, in-

cluding the corner-post, the

breast-summer, the window-
heads and the consoles beneath

the windows, was liable to be

decorated with carvings and

mouldings, even the vertical

quarters being sometimes faced

with buttresses and pinnacles,
borrowed from contemporary CHIMNEYS

12
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MERE HALL, NEAR DROITWICH, WORCESTERSHIRE
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RAIN-WATER HEAD

stone sculpture, it is characteristic

of Elizabethan and Jacobean
houses that the carving that they
are enriched withal is concentrated

mainly upon the brackets, the

verge-boards and the doorways.
In these parts Gothic motifs,

though not as yet ousted alto-

gether, are no longer to be found
in exclusive occupation. But
rather they occur in combination
with other details, of a definite

Renaissance character. Thus the

favourite Gothic wave pattern,
with perforated tracery or con-

ventional leafage in the alternate

HADDON HALL trough and swell of its undula-

tion, appears in one and the same

verge-board, side by side with a border of dentils or the later
" thumb-

nail
"

pattern, indented with a gouge ; and, maybe, a guilloche carved

on the pendant in the apex. And while the doorway, again, will adhere

to the old tradition of the four-centred, or Tudor, arch, the brackets

under windows or oversailing storey will be voluted or be carved with

new shapes of monsters and grotesque human figures, busts or heads.

In fact it was the brackets which, both in outline and ornament, from
the beginning lent themselves more unequivocally to Renaissance

innovations than did any other portion of the timber structure. The
latter was destined to grow less and less organic in its decorative

features.

Thus, in former times (as may be seen, for instance, in the older houses

at Bury St. Edmunds or Lavenham, in Suffolk) brackets would be made
to spring from Gothic caps, which again formed the crown of engaged
boutel-shafts running down to the base, so that the thrust and weight
of the upper storey seems mightily sustained by the solid earth itself.

The "Feathers" Inn at Ludlow (facing page 10) is a rare instance of

this organic system being carried out in a building of the post-Gothic

period. For at that time, for the most part, brackets, being unsupported
from below, jutted out abruptly from the face of the wall, a plan which
makes them seem to strain under the oppression of the huge mass which

they have to carry.
Another Renaissance feature, the classic column, sometimes introduced,
as at Huddington Hall, Worcestershire, into timber porches of the period,
is a curious illustration of the vicissitudes of building construction. The

primitive log-cabin, petrified into the columnar architecture of Egypt,

Assyria and Greece, was, centuries after, annexed by the all-absorbing

H
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Roman, himself

excelling as an

engineer and con-

structor of arches.

The Roman civi-

lization spreading GUTTER AND RAIN-WATER HEAD
westward from

Italy, the column was eventually introduced to our

shores, and served its turn through the successive

phases of the development of Norman and Gothic.

But the interesting point is that, having in the mean-
time been systematised with five orders by such pedants
as Vitruvius, it should eventually appear again, retrans-

lated, with its acquired lithic aspect, into its native
'

. , c . ,

^
c ,

h HADDON HALL
material of timber, for actual trabeate construction.

The wonder is, perhaps, that a conglomeration of all the above-

mentioned heterogeneous elements could have resulted in anything that

was even tolerable. True, Elizabethan timber-work will often not bear

criticism on the part of the purist. Nevertheless the executant himself

was so ingenuous ;
he clung so loyally to the ancient Gothic (not, if he

ever thought about the matter at all, because it was Gothic, but because

it was the inheritance of his fathers), and at the same time his honest

pride in keeping abreast of the fashions of the day was so simple and

natural that the aggregate product could not but possess an irresistible

charm of its own.
Not unfrequently at the present day the exterior timber-work is tarred

or creosoted, presenting, by contrast with the plaster interspaces, a

black-and-white or a zebra-like appearance. But the wood seems

originally to have been left always in its natural state. Such oak, if

not artificially treated, in course of time mellows through the action of

the weather to an exquisite, hoary grey tone. And this venerable

aspect again is enhanced by the furrowing of the surface, consequent on

the perishing of the more soft and sappy fibres of the grain.

And, now, as to the question of the chronology of timber-framed

structures. It has been stated by some writers that the oldest in point
of date are those houses in which the quarters are set at a short distance

apart, giving the effect of stripes. And it is argued that this method

belongs to the earlier days, when a plentiful supply of oak allowed lavish

use of the material
; whereas, later, when timber became scarce (owing

to such causes as the disafforesting of land for agricultural purposes and

the excessive consumption of wood-fuel for iron-smelting) the claims of

economy together with the progress of technical ingenuity led the

builders to place their upright timbers further apart, the framework

becoming in effect a series of open squares, secured each by a diagonal
brace from corner to corner. A set of four curved braces within the

16



HOUSE ON PRIDE HILL, SHREWSBURY
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THE "
CHEQUERS'

"
INN, TONBRIDGE, KENT
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square space produces, as at Mere Hall (page 13) and Middle House

(opposite), a concave-sided lozenge form, in which the factors of con-

struction and ornament are about equally balanced. Out of this stage
of the art was elaborated a yet more ornamental system of timber-

patterning, in which, as at Little Moreton Hall (page 27), considerations

of constructiveness, beyond regulating the position of the principal

beams, have no particular share.

Now, the above may be accepted only as affording the roughest of bases

for classification, but no more. It is a theory that will not bear the

test of individual application in all cases. Facts go to prove that the

adoption of this or that variety of method is less a matter of consecutive

development than of local usage and circumstances. For in many parts
of the country, as in Kent, for example, the primitive practice of striping
survived as long as timber-building itself survived ; while in the same

county timber enrichments, characteristic of Lancashire and Cheshire,
for instance, never obtained at any time down to the last. On the other

hand, it might have been supposed that, with its judicious economy of

timber and its powerful system of bracing, the front of the "
Chequers'

'

Inn at Tonbridge (page 17) belongs to a late and advanced period of

construction, were it not that the unadulterated Gothic of its cusped and

feathered verge-board pre-
cludes the possibility of the

building having been erected,

at the latest, subsequently to

the middle of the sixteenth

century. As to the employ-
ment of striping and bracing,
it is not subject to any rule.

Sometimes both occur to-

gether in one and the same

building, as at the Middle

House, Mayfield (opposite),
and at Godfrey House,

Hollingbourne (page 15),
which bear the respective
dates of 1575 and 1587.
All that can safely be laid

down is this, that the system
of bracing was undoubtedly
developed subsequently to

that of plain striping. But
the latter continued in use

to the end. And so, though
a braced building may not

be assigned to a very early DETAILS

18
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GABLE END

date, no inference from

striping occurring of itself,

in the absence of further

indication, is to be drawn
;

because striped houses belong

equally to the earliest as to

the latest period of timber-

framed construction.

The house in the Market

Square at Shrewsbury (facing
this page), of which a fac-

simile reproduction from
William Twopeny's draw-

ing, together with a gable-

point and detail of the

verge-board (on this page), is

given, is, like another detail

of similar kind from Shrews-

bury (page 10), entirely

Gothic, late, it is true, but
SHREWSBURY without the slightest taint

of the Renaissance. As such

they belong, -most likely, to the first quarter of the sixteenth century.
Indeed, in the case of the former example (above) of vine ornament on a

wave basis, accompanied as it is by a Perpendicular finial, one might
fairly argue that a still earlier date, perhaps the reign of Richard III.,

should be assigned.
A house in the High Street at Brenchley, Kent (page 22), though
locally known as

" the Palace of the Duke of St. Albans," was really the

home of one George Roberts, a well-to-do tradesman. Here he resided,

as perhaps also his father before him, and here died in 1556. The

original house, then, must have been pre-Elizabethan ;
and if it does not

look as ancient as it should, the reason is that it has been much too

drastically
" restored." As it stood about thirty years ago, according to

a sketch published in Archceologia Gantiana in 1880, it consisted simply
of an irregular parallelogram irregular because it followed the curve of

the street gabled at its northern end, but not on the front
;
so that

both of the gables facing the street, as well as the dormer, are modern
additions. Another house at Brenchley (page 23), standing on the

opposite side of the road, further northwards, though it also has been
"

restored," is more typical of the later Elizabethan or the Jacobean
period.
The Manor House at Bramley, Hampshire (page 25), is built on the

plan of a letter E, minus the tongue in the middle. It comprises a

straight line of roof between two gables ;
an effective, if simple, device,

20
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and such that marks a distinct development from
the earliest type, the hip-roofed parallelogram.
Allusion has already been made to Little Moreton

Hall, in Cheshire. The building is not all of one

date. Parts of it, including perhaps the ogival-
headed doorway (page 11), cannot be later than

the early years of the sixteenth century ;
but the

picturesque confusion of the many-gabled oriels in

the north-east corner of the courtyard (page 27),
as also the very elaborate porch close by in the

north-west corner (page 26), were added subse-

quently, as the inscription and date, 1559, upon
one of the bays sufficiently indicates. No greater
contrast than that which buildings like Little

Moreton Hall present to south country examples
could well be found. The former, with their ultra- RAIN-WATER HEAD
lavish carving and equally lavish flat ornamentation HADDON HALL

(produced by a series of shaped slabs of wood, sunk

panelwise, and pinned into the constructive framework) are specially
characteristic of the western and north-western districts. The detail-of

the porch (page 26) with its corner-post of many-clustered columns, and
tier over tier of projecting storeys overhead, is extremely complicated,
and yet one would never have guessed it to belong to the late date that

it does, so reckless of symmetry is the plan and so Gothic, for the most

part, the ornamentation.

The highly picturesque effect of the grouped gables at Cheney Court,
Winchester (facing page 12), as also of the Porch House at Chiddingstone
(facing page 30), is, not unlikely, due to later additions and variations from
an original, more rudimentary, plan. At any rate, the former house has

a verge-board of beautiful Gothic tracery that denotes an earlier hand
than could well have designed the main portion of the present house.

Mere Hall, in Worcestershire,
not many miles from Droitwich

(page 13), is a magnificent
Elizabethan pile, and withal an

instance of timber-building in-

fluenced by the Renaissance pro-

pensity for symmetry, already
described. The original entrance

was masked inside the short bay
in the corner. But a subsequent
"
improvement" was made in the

shape of a projecting porch,
which dates probably from the

RAIN-PIPE SOCKET HADDON HALL latter half of the seventeenth

21
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WINCHESTER

century. With its spiral

columns, like barley-sugar
sticks, tapering up to

capitals, shaped like hearse-

plumes, and supporting a

ponderous entablature with
a broken pediment most

corrupt of all architectural

devices on the top, the

whole porch is utterly
RAIN-WATER HEAD AND PIPE

debased and unworthy of

the noble facade which it disfigures. The date, 1337, graven on the

middle of the breast-summer, it is scarcely necessary to point out, is

the work of an ignoramus or of an impudent forger, in either event

too absurd for anybody with a grain of intelligence to be led astray

by it. Very likely a house may have been built on this same site

in the fourteenth century, but it is quite certain that none of the

building now appearing above ground can be nearly so early as that

period by two centuries at least.

With the above-named porch may be compared another one, less

pretentious as also less degenerate in design, at Laverstock, Wiltshire

(page 29). The pair of front supports, shaped like flattened balusters,

echoed by still more unsubstantial silhouettes, fixed pilaster-wise

against the wall, show that this example can scarcely be earlier than

the end of James I.'s reign.
The Middle House at Mayfield, Sussex (page 19),
is an artistic subject that may be said almost to

rival Chiddingstone in popularity. It bears the

date 1575. Although traditional and English as far

as concerns its general outline, the details of the

ornament, in which it is singularly rich, are all of

well-defined Renaissance character, e.g. the verge-
boards and facia-boards, one of the latter being
carved in low relief with a guilloche pattern

(page i 8).
The moated Manor House of Great Tangley, in

West Surrey (facing page 24), though its actual

foundation dates from much earlier times, stood a

fair type of an Elizabethan timber-framed dwelling,
of the year 1582, until the latter half of the nine-

teenth century. It was then subjected to such

extensive and overwhelming additions, not only to

the house itself but to its environment also, that

RAIN-WATER HEAD the old-world and homely air of the place is now
WINCHESTER practically become dissipated.
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DOORWAY AT LITTLE MORETON HALL, CHESHIRE
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RAIN-WATER HEAD
WINDSOR CASTLE

Again, how exceedingly picturesque

formerly was Rumwood Court, Langley,
near Maidstone, the drawing, dated

1822, by William Twopeny (facing

page 32), as well as Mr. Rowe's water-

colour drawing (frontispiece), executed at

a later date, yet, happily, before " restora-

tion," records. But the place no longer

presents the same aspect. The house

has been renovated and, to the detriment

of its original, beautiful proportions,

enlarged, its character being thereby

greatly changed. Not even the luxuriant

tangle of flowers which afforded a most charming foreground and

setting to the whole picture was spared ;
but has been swept away

to make room for the trim smartness of level croquet-lawns. Some
details of wood-work at the same house, sketched by Twopeny (page 32),
exhibit a quaint blending of traditional Gothic with the newer archi-

tectural forms of the period, 1589, when the house was built. Thus,
while the bracket which supports the overhanging storey, and likewise

the hip-knob and pendant in the angle of the verge-board are purely

Renaissance, the verge-board itself, the breast-summer and particularly
the stop of the doorway moulding might have passed for the design of

almost a hundred years earlier.

The drawing of Pound's Bridge, near Penshurst (facing page 14), is in

itself a valuable document, recording the condition of the house as it was

during the first half of the nineteenth century. Some time however
between 1847 and 1868 the fabric was sadly altered. The picturesque

doorway and porch-passage formed in the open timbering of the left

hand wing are now no more
;
the whole of the ground floor wood-work

(with the exception of the window frames) having been swept away for

a refacement of plain wall. The house, subsequently turned into an inn,

was originally the parsonage. It bears the date 1593 and the wooden
initials W.D. in the centre of the

front, showing that it was erected by
Rev. William Darknoll, who, how-
ever, only lived to enjoy it for three

years. He died in 1596 and was
buried in Penshurst Church, where
his memorial slab may still be seen on

the north wall of the chancel.

That no great difference subsists

between a late Elizabethan timber

house and an Early Jacobean one is

illustrated by Bexon, in the parish

RAIN-WATER HEAD
WINDSOR CASTLE
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HOUSES IN THE ROWS AT CHESTER
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RAIN-WATER HEAD KNOLE

of Bredgar, Kent. Twopeny's
drawing, reproduced in facsimile

(facing page 34), records what
was the aspect of this house in

1822. Happily it has neither

been " restored
"
nor in any way

been meddled with since that date,

and, but for a more luxuriant

growth of creepers, it looks to-

day much the same as Twopeny
saw and depicted it. It is an

ideal homestead
; and, in the

autumn, the grey and cream

stripes of its oak and plaster,

peeping out from behind a crim-

son tangle of Virginia creeper,
contrasted with the russet of the

roof-tiles and with the surround-

ing foliage all (except the sombre green-black of an ancient yew
tree in the foreground) mellowing to gold and bronze, go to make a

picture of indescribable charm and loveliness. The lintel of the window
in the gable bears the date 1617 ;

but about one-third of the whole,
to wit, all that part of it that is situated to the left of the porch, from
the roof-ridge downwards, is the relic of an earlier building. This is

a point which, not hitherto commented on, the drawing nevertheless

unmistakably demonstrates. The mark of the junction between the

older and newer portions is prominently defined in the tiling. Nay,
more, the difference in level of the

main horizontal lines on the one
hand and on the other, as well as the

greater scantling of the timbers on
the left, compared with those on the

right, prove that the house cannot

belong all to one date. Details of the

carved ornament of the verge-boards,
breast-summers, and of the balusters

in the porch sides are given (page 35).
All afford indications of the changing
architectural style, except one breast-

summer, which is so purely Gothic
as to suggest the possibility that it

may have formed part of the original
house and have been re-used at the

rebuilding of 1617. An interesting
item are the wedge-shaped pieces RAIN-WATER HEAD KNOLE
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PORCH AT BEXON, BREDGAR, KENT

(locally called "
sprockets ") which give an extra tilt outward to the lower

extremities of the roofs in the case both of the great gable and of the

porch. They serve a practical purpose in diverting the flow of rain-water.

The door within the porch at Bexon (page 34) may be contrasted with

another, from Royton, Lenham, in the same county (page 9). Both

are representative of old methods of door construction. The Royton
example is composed of a series of boards tongued into one another

at the edges. This kind of door-boarding may be moulded as in the

3 1



present instance a plan common to East Anglia and West Flanders

somewhat after the manner of linen-fold patterns, only with the

mouldings running continuously from top to bottom, without conven-

tional finish at the extremities
;
or it may consist of plain boards, put

together like weather-boarding, but vertically of course, the prominent

overlapping edges giving an effect of relief or of light and shadow,
in place of moulding or any further ornament. The second type of

door, of which that at Bexon is an instance, is composed of flat boards,

edge to edge, with a moulded fillet covering each joint. Either type of

door would usually be studded with nails arranged, as in these two cases,

in horizontal lines, or sometimes in much more elaborate devices. Either

type, again, is strengthened with transverse boards, or some simple
framework, on the inside. The Royton door is much the more ancient

of the two, and comprises, moreover, a feature now practically obsolete,

viz., the wooden latch, or "
heck," as it used to be named in bygone

days. The doorway is of a familiar form of late Gothic. Its head is

four-centered, with carved spandrils. Heavy mouldings are carried

round the top and almost down to the base of the jambs, until arrested

by polygonal moulded stops. The Bexon door-head is more depressed,
the point at the apex, obtuse enough in the Royton example, being
no longer discernible in this. But the same traditional motif of carved

spandrils, of mouldings and stops, albeit on a diminished scale and with

shallower cutting, may still be identified.

A later building, which can scarcely be earlier than about 1630, is the

house at Banbury, Oxfordshire (facing page 36). The lower part of it is

now much altered and spoilt by the insertion of modern shop fronts. The

growing popu-

larity of Renais-

sance forms is

emphasised by the

conversion of the

breast-summer
into a deep cor-

nice, though the

pendant facia un-

derneath still

retains the older

four - centred
arched outline

(page 36). A
detail also of the

verge-board with

pendant in the

apex of the gable

(page -36) shows DETAILS RUMWOOD COURT, LANGLEY, KENT
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HOUSE IN ST. ANNES STREET, SALISBURY

not the smallest trace of Gothic remaining. The degeneration ot the

verge-board itself is noteworthy, for it has now become a mere scroll

of fretwork, too thin and open to be of much avail for its original

purpose of protecting the rafter-ends.

The development of the cornice is further exemplified by the fa9ades
of two houses in the Rows at Chester (facing page 28). It may be

33



observed by the way that the mediaeval aspect which popular guide
books ascribe to the city of Chester is largely mythical. It would be
difficult to single out any house now standing whose street front can with
confidence be dated many years earlier than about the middle of the

seventeenth century, and such quaint and picturesque qualities as the

rows may once have possessed owing to their unusual form is now
rapidly vanishing under the relentless hand of the "

restorer."

A small group of examples is illustrated, into the external treatment of
which plaster-work, or pargetting, entered as an important factor. Of
these, the above-mentioned house at Banbury is a specimen. Another
is the "George" Inn at Salisbury (facing page 40), from Twopeny's
drawing of 1833, which is the most ancient. Its bold bow windows,

happily not made to match one another, recall the unconventional and

rugged picturesqueness of some old German rath-haus. Another house
at Salisbury, in St. Anne's Street (page 33), has a plainly plastered front,
broken by prominent bay windows, supported on brackets which
are, like the facia-board, of decidedly Renaissance character.

The front of a Jacobean house on

Pride Hill, Shrewsbury (facing

page 1 6), is embellished with

pargetting, of which a detail is

given (page 37). The verge-board
of the same house, at its junction
with the pendant, is hollowed out

in a curious way, as may be seen

from the accompanying detail

(page 37). Twopeny's view of

Marl House, Brenchley, Kent

(facing page 42), drawn in the

early part ofthe nineteenth century,
shows ornamental plaster work

upon the triangular surface of the

gables. The date, 1619, is worked
into the gable over the porch.
What very simple units the best

patterns of pargetting are made up
of, and yet how effective a decora-

tion they provide, the above
instances suffice to show. Par-

getting was a method, indeed,
which came into vogue somewhat
late, and was brought to its climax
in the seventeenth century.

Among the places which afford

good opportunities for the study DOORWAY BEXON, BREDGAR, KENT
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DETAILS AT BEXON, BREDGAR, KENT

ot pargetting may be mentioned, for instance, Newport in Essex and

some other East Anglian towns, such as Lavenham and Clare in Suffolk.

Bishop Sparrow's house, so-called, in Ipswich (facing page 44), is an

illustration of the elaborate developments to which pargetting, in its

later stage, arrived. The widely projecting architrave over the first-floor

windows, and the pilaster-like treatment of the vertical framing timbers

which taper upwards in the first floor and downwards in the ground
floor, together with the plaster swags, amorini and other devices

borrowed from classic paganism, go to prove that, notwithstanding the

date 1567 appears on some of the interior panel-work, the outside of

the house must have been completely remodelled at a subsequent date,

probably not long before the close of the seventeenth century.
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OXFORDSHIRE

Before passing on to the subject of

stone houses, it is necessary to remark
how paramount are geological con-

ditions in determining, not only the

building material, but the type itself.

Thus, though it is customary to

speak of Cotswold houses almost as

if they belonged to a special group
apart, the fact is that, the same stone

being found further afield, exactly
the same kind of buildings occur in

the area that extends continuously
from Gloucestershire into Northamp-
tonshire. Again, in chalky districts

the readiest available form of building
stone is flint, and knapped flint-work

therefore abounds. It goes without

saying that buildings constructed of
(

local material, being one with the soil

out of which they have sprung, are somehow always more homelike and

satisfying to the eye than those which are built of imported material.

For, no matter how costly the latter is, nor how beautiful in itself, it

remains alien and aloof, and never blends in harmonious tone with
its environment.

It must not be supposed that stone buildings developed simultaneously at

the same rate nor on the same lines in different parts of England. Thus
Hardwick Hall in Derbyshire (pages 38 and 39) presents so marked a

contrast to most of its contemporaries, and even to many Jacobean
buildings, that one might have imagined it to belong to a period at least

25 or 30 years later than in fact it does. Various parts of the building
are actually dated 1588, 1597 and 1599. It is not planned in traditional

style round a quadrangle not even such a modified courtyard or well,
as there is at Chastleton House in Oxfordshire (page 41). Yet the

last-named, only begun in 1603, was not finished until 1614, i.e., fifteen

years later than Hardwick. The walls of Chastleton, like those of

the late William Morris' house at Kelmscott, near Lechlade, perceptibly
batter, that is they Spread outward towards the base, a device which

==^_============__ gives an air not only of

greater height to the build-

ing, but of stalwart stability
also.

Moreover the absence ot

gables and of hood-moulds
is to be noted in the fagade

DETAIL BANBURY, OXFORDSHIRE of Hardwick, though its
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GABLE END

several stages are accentuated as or

old by string-courses. The colonnade

introduces an element rather Grecian

than Italian. But the most remark-

able feature is the unprecedented

expanse of windows. This must

betoken either a great cheapening
in the cost of glass, or, more pro-

bably, seeing that other buildings of

the period do not share the same

characteristic, extravagant ostentation

on the part of its owner. The latter

was none other than that notoriously

indefatigable house - builder, the

Countess of Shrewsbury, commonly
known as Bess ofHardwick. Another

characteristic of Hardwick Hall

which, earlier though it be, it shares

with the Jacobean houses of Brams-

hill, near Winchfield in Hampshire
(page 43), and Claverton in Somerset

SHREWSBURY (facing page 48), is the lowering of

the pitch of the roof and the masking
of it behind horizontal parapeted walls. How serious a loss aesthetically

is this diminution of the roof will be realised best by comparing the

views of Hardwick Hall or Wootton Lodge (page 54) with such gabled
structures as Bibury Court (page 45) and Ablington Manor (page 46),
both in Gloucestershire, or Berwick St. Leonard in Wiltshire (page 47),
or Cote House in Oxfordshire (page 49). It is more than mere

irregularity of plan and of grouping though these features are no

doubt exceedingly valuable that makes these four last-named so

picturesque as they are. That it is due also

to the traditional predominance of the roofs,

will be realised if one pictures what they
would look like, deprived of their gables and

with their walls heightened to a uniform

horizontal level all round.

Many buildings of the period, notably such

as Snitterton Hall, near Matlock (page 50),

Ablington Manor, Berwick St. Leonard and

Bibury Court, might well pass for late Gothic

structures, not later than the first quarter of

the sixteenth century, but that the contem-

porary classic taste is in evidence in their

doorways or porches. The same influence is DETAIL SHREWSBURY
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KNOLE

present in Water Eaton Manor
House (page 51), not only in the

porch, but in other details like

pediments and the not less charac-

teristic kneelers at the lower

extremities of the gables. This

house, dated 1585, has for some

years past been the home of the

eminent architect, Mr. G. F.

Bodley, whose lamented death

occurred as recently as in the

autumn of 1907.
It will have been noticed how *AIN-WATER

admirably simple and restrained,

for the most part, are the ornamental details of all these buildings ; but, in

respect of one portion of the exterior, Elizabethan and Jacobean builders

did indulge in a certain amount of licence, and that was the parapet.
Its history goes back, through that of battlementing, upwards of four

hundred years, to the time of King Stephen. By the close of the latter's

war of usurpation the face of the country had been made to bristle with

fortified castles
; every powerful baron entrenched against, and became

a menace to, his neighbour or to the government. But, when Henry II.

came to the throne, he determined to put a stop to this turbulent state

of things ;
and so, in 1 156, it was expressly forbidden thenceforward to

crenellate a building except by licence from the Crown. Thus restricted,

battlements gradually lost their originally warlike significance, and had,

years before the accession of Queen Elizabeth, become transformed into

a harmless architectural decoration. In

her days, then, battlements had come to

be quite antiquated, and, notwithstanding

they do appear occasionally (as at Snitterton

Hall and Bibury Court), both in Elizabeth's

reign and in the two succeeding reigns

(as, for instance, at Chastleton in 1614), it

is clear that they were already doomed
to extinction. At Hardwick Hall there

are no battlements proper, but the spiked
ornaments, which occur at regular intervals

along the enclosure wall, may be regarded
as a faint reminiscence of traditional

merlons. A sort of strap ornament in

stone, with the Countess' coronet and her

initials E. S. surmount the projecting bays
at Hardwick. Further varieties occur over

RAIN-WATER HEAD KNOLE the bays at Berwick St. Leonard and
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RAIN-WATER HEAD HATFIELD HOUSE

Claverton, and a highly fantastic

ornament of the same sort crowns

the bow window and central

portion of the facade at Brams-

hill, near Winchfield, in Hamp-
shire (page 43) . This last-named

house, built by Lord Zouche in

the early years of the seven-

teenth century, has been declared

to be one of the most striking

Jacobean mansions in England.
The balustrade that crowns the

main block at Hardwick is pos-

sibly an addition ; but, at any
rate, its exclusive employment
at Wootton Lodge, Staffordshire

(page 54), built for Sir Richard

Fleetwood, whose arms appear over the central doorway, marks a still

further stage of departure from ancient tradition. This house is said

to have been designed by Inigo Jones, the most fashionable architect of

his time.

Next, in considering brickwork, it is well to bear in mind that one of

the most vital distinctions between old and new is the difference in the

unit of the brick itself. For anciently bricks were long, averaging only
about itj inches to 2 inches in height, which means that they worked
out at nearly six courses to the foot, as compared with modern gauge
bricks, which average four courses to the foot. The amount of brick-

layer's labour is thus reduced by almost one third, but at the sacrifice

of all the aesthetic scaling value

afforded by the narrow horizontal

bands of ancient brickwork.

It is said that, previously to the

coming of Dutch William in 1689,
Flemish bond was unknown in this

country. The difference between

the two is that, whereas English
bond consists of one course all of

headers and the next all ofstretchers,
and so on alternately, in Flemish

bond every course is composed alike

of alternate headers and stretchers.

Of the stately house of Layer

Marney Hall, Essex, built circa

RAIN-WATER HEAD 1 5 1 o to 1530, the towers, or rather

ABBOT'S HOSPITAL, GUILDFORD gatehouse, is the principal portion
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now standing. Another view, however, from the

same place is reproduced (facing page 49) from a

drawing made by Twopeny in 1829. It shows
ornamental pattern-work in different coloured bricks.

Some of the detail ornaments of the gatehouse towers

are of terra-cotta. Beside this, other attempts, as at

Hampton Court for instance, were made to intro-

duce the use of terra-cotta after the Italian manner,
but they were discontinued after 1 540. From that

time onwards, all through the reigns of Elizabeth and

James I., and in fact until its recent revival in the

nineteenth century, terra-cotta was not employed in

England. For insular jealousy was so strong that no
Italian-born workman could manage to settle here

and to obtain employment, except perhaps in the

seaport town of Southampton and its immediate

neighbourhood.
Such moulding, then, or shaping as might be required
in brickwork had to be effected by means of cutting RAIN-WATER HEAD
or rubbing, or, at the most, with only the very BRAMHALL, CHESHIRE

simplest of moulds. However, stone was generally
used {for such parts as quoins, mullions, and copings generally, but not

always. For there were some cases, where, either by deliberate choice

or because suitable stone was not forthcoming (as at Sissinghurst Castle

in Kent
; Eastbury House, Barking, in Essex

;
and Seckford Hall, near

Woodbridge, in Suffolk), brick was used throughout and certain details

were plastered over to imitate stone masonry. At the two last-named

this device was carried so far that

the transoms of the windows were
executed in brick, a situation struc-

turally unsuitable and producing
results so unsound that an accidental

from the perpendicular was enough
to displace the bricks.

The three concluding examples are

all brick-built houses, with stone for

quoins, mullions, and parapets. At

Hollingbourne Manor House, Kent

(page 53), an Elizabethan building

dating apparently from about 1 565,
the not very common shape of the

gables should be noted. Instead of a

RAIN-WATER SPOUT HARDWICK HALL point, they culminate in ornamental
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CHIMNEYS NEWPORT, ESSEX

finials of twisted-rope pattern.

These, however, in every in-

stance have completely perished
down to the summit of the

gable itself, only the broken

stumps remaining to indicate

what the originals must have
been.

Westwood House, near Droit-

wich, Worcestershire (facing

page 52), for generations the

home of the Packingtons, is an

imposing pile, principally of

Jacobean date. It is planned
as a solid square with four

diagonally projecting wings.
The lofty pyramidal roofs at

the end of the wings enliven

the skyline of the general composition. Here, too, in the apex of the

main gables, as well as repeatedly in the parapet, is introduced the

heraldic mullet, a device founded not, as at first sight might seem, on the

form of stars but of spur-rowels. Doddington Hall, about four miles

from Lincoln (facing page 56), is another typical brick-built house. As
shown in the coloured drawing, the roof is so sunken that some such
device as is provided by the cupola is necessary to relieve the monotonous
horizontal line of the parapet.
The chimneys of old houses constitute another and a highly important
feature. In this respect, since there was no precedent to copy in the

southern architecture of classic Italy, English builders of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries were compelled, whether they would or not, to

fall back upon the resources of native tradition, modifying its forms by
the aid of Flemish, if any foreign, influence. The net result was the

evolution of a pronouncedly un-Italian type. Indeed, the details of most
Elizabethan chimneys are so very like Perpendicular that they might
well be assigned to the late Gothic period. However, the typical
Gothic chimney, in so far as remaining examples enable one to judge,
was something far other. It bore the clearest evidence of having been
derived from the louvre of the hall roof-ridge ; and, as such, its shaft, or
"
tun," was capped by a conical or by a polygonal pointed cover, while,

to make the analogy to a lantern more complete, the outlets for the

smoke would be pierced in a zone, close under the eaves of its miniature

roof. Other Gothic chimneys, of somewhat later days, were fashioned

like embattled turrets, as at Great Chalfield, Wiltshire, and at Layer
Marney (facing page 49). Out of this variety, again, developed the

Elizabethan chimney, always with the top of its hollow shaft uncovered,
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HOUSE AT CLAVERTON, SOMERSET
FROM A DRAWING BY WILLIAM TWOPENY
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CHIMNEYS NORMAN COURT, AND LANGRIDGE, HALLING

which shows that, by this time, the notion of a chimney being the

same as a lantern had been relinquished.
The earlier chimneys occur singly, as for instance at Layer Marney.
But, later on, with the increase of luxury and of fireplace accommodation,

pairs and clustered shafts were introduced. These would not be engaged,
as a rule, all the way up the shafts, but at the base and capping only,
a method which, affording mutual support, gives a greater measure of

stability than belongs to solitary shafts. At the same time, it opened out

the fullest scope for creative design. Square shafts would commonly be

set anglewise to the base. Another form was that which, from a square,

verged into an octagonal or cylindrical shaft. They would be crowned
with deeply moulded caps, which again were often characteristically
embellished by short faceted projections, radiating, like a spoke, from the

angle. Again, the sides of the octagon might be ornamented with sunk

panels or be themselves of concave form
;
while cylindrical shafts would

be diapered all over with a small geometrical pattern or be twisted like

huge ropes. All these variations are exemplified by the accompanying
drawings from Langridge, Hailing, in Kent (above) ; Norman Court,

Hampshire (above) ; Newport, Essex (page 48) ;
and Causeway,

Redgwell, in the same county (page 56). The last-named example com-

prises an interesting and uncommon addition in the shape of ornaments

like knights in chess, at intervals round the base.

When chimney-stacks were erected against an outer wall, as at Pluckley,
Kent (page 12), or Brenchley (page 23), they impart a satisfying sense

of sturdy support like buttresses. The last-named specimen illustrates

a picturesque way in which the brickwork was often treated, to wit, as

a series of wedge-shaped kneelers tumbling into the coping where it

slopes for the contraction of the wide chimney-place up toward the shaft.
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KIRBY HALL, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
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CHIMNEYS

CAUSEWAY, REDGWELL, ESSEX

Another external feature, and such that

no authenticated instances of it prior to

the middle of the sixteenth century are

known to exist, is the lead rain-water

head and piping. Among these the

richest, as also the earliest, examples are

at Haddon Hall in Derbyshire. There

may be seen beautiful devices, like the

tracery of Gothic wheel-windows, exe-

cuted in pierced lead, shown up against
the shadowy recesses of an inner casing

(pages 14, 1 6 andai) ;
but the majority

of examples of the period were of cast

lead. Other methods of ornamentation

were scratching the surface in patterns
and covering the parts with bright
solder, as, for example at Knole (pages

30 and 40) ;
and painting, which was

used with excellent effect at the Bodleian

Library and St. John's College, Oxford.

At Guildford (page 42) are crestings,
leaden versions of strap ornament in

contemporary architecture. Yet, on the whole, the art of plumbing
was exceedingly conservative

;
so that, long after Gothic had gone out

of fashion in other materials, lead rain-water heads continued to be

shaped like the embattled and bastioned walls of mediaeval castles, or like

the cut-waters on the piers of mediaeval bridges. It should be observed,

by the way, that all the earliest lead pipes are rectagonal in plan, a

system not only picturesque, but also practical ; for, in case of frost,

square pipes can expand with pressure ;
whereas cylindrical ones are

only too liable to burst.

An important factor in the decoration of rain-water heads is heraldry,

which, quite apart from its ornamental properties, is often a valuable help
towards determining the date of old work. A few words, then, may be

said concerning such heraldic details as occur in the examples here

illustrated. Some of them it is sufficient merely to name, e.g., the lion,

or rather leopard, of England ;
the Tudor rose

;
the badge of the Garter,

introduced in the lead-work at Windsor (page 28), Knole (page 40),
and Hatfield (page 42) ;

the portcullis of the Beaufort and Tudor

families, occurring in the Bramhall example (page 44) ;
and the fleur-

de-lys, assumed by Edward III., in token of his claiming the crown of

France, and afterwards borne by every successive English sovereign down
to the year 1801, a device to be noted in the examples from Windsor

(page 28), Winchester (page 24), and Haddon (page 21). The pome-
granate badge, appropriated by Spanish Ferdinand and Isabella, upon
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the conquest of Granada, in 1491-92, was brought into England on the

occasion of the marriage of their daughter, Catharine of Aragon, with

Arthur, Prince of Wales, heir of Henry VII., in 1501, and thence-

forward enjoyed continuous favour until the repudiation of Queen
Catharine by her second husband, Henry VIII. Nor was the pome-
granate ever re-adopted in this country, except during the brief reign of

Catharine's daughter, Queen Mary, i.e., from 1553-1558. To this period,

then, it is morally certain that the rain-water head from Dome Alley,
Winchester (page 24), with the pomegranate upon the socket, should

be assigned. For it is scarcely conceivable that a badge, identified as

this was with Catholic Spain, in the persons of Queen Catharine and

King Philip, in short with all that was most antagonistic to the cause

of Anne Boleyn, could have been admitted to figure upon any object

produced after the accession of Anne's daughter, Queen Elizabeth.

Among the armorial devices in the lead-work at Haddon (pages 14 and 16),

the peacock in his pride is the crest of the Manners family, while the

Vernons are represented by the head of a boar (in Latin verres) erased.

The shield barry, occurring upon a lead socket (page 21) commemorates
an early marriage uniting the Vernons with the Pembrugges ;

while

another example, not here illustrated, with a shield, charged with three

lozenges in fesse, the coat armour of the Montagus, cannot for an analo-

gous reason have been executed prior to the year 1628. At Knole the

GARDEN STEPS

E

MAYFIELD HALL, STAFFORDSHIRE
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argent leopards rampant and the initials T.D. signify the work of Thomas

Sackville, Earl of Dorset (page 40). At Hatfield House, completed in

1611, the leadwork (page 42) bearing the date 1610 is shown to be

contemporaneous with the building itself, and exhibits accordingly lions

ermine for supporters and for crest a sheaf of arrows in saltire surmounted

by a morion, the armorial insignia of Robert Cecil, Earl of Salisbury,
who caused the house to be erected. And lastly, at the Hospital at

Guildford the rain-water head (page 42), with initials T.A., together
with the arms of the see of Canterbury impaling his paternal arms,
indicate the founder, Thomas Abbot, who held the Archbishopric from

1610 to 1633.
It would have been in order here to speak of old houses in relation

to their gardens and immediate surroundings. But space does not admit

of more than a passing reference to Powis Castle, near Welshpool (facing

page 58), with its magnificent flights of outside steps, occasioned by
the precipitous nature of the site. And again, a sudden drop in the

levels of the garden at Mayfield Hall, Staffordshire (page 57), has

been obviated in a most ingenious manner, with picturesque stone steps.

They rise convex from the base to halfway up, and thence, beyond the

face of the wall, to the top, reversed or concave, like an amphitheatre.
In plan they work out as a series of nine concentric circles

;
the total

diameter being 18 feet 6 inches; the total height of the rise to the upper
level, 10 feet. It should be observed that the round buttress on the left

is a later addition, necessitated by the roots of an immense yew-tree on

the top of the terrace having spread to such an extent as to have displaced
the masonry of the wall. This arrangement of a twofold flight of steps
is sufficiently rare. At Newton Ferrers, in Cornwall, there are terraces

connected by similar convex steps, but no concave steps corresponding to

those at Mayfield. As to the age of the latter, one can only say that

the house to which they belong dates back at least to the reign of

James I., as the date 1605 with the initials A.L. and I.L. the place

being then in the possession of the Lee family cut on some of the

panelling upstairs, shows. The steps are undoubtedly ancient, but

whether they are actually coeval with the house it is not possible to tell.
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III.-INTERIORS.
HE main door in houses of early type opened directly

into the hall-place, which served at once for living,

eating, and sleeping in by the master and his family.

Later, for the exclusion of draughts from the front

door, the adjacent end of the hall came to be divided

off by a "
spere

"
or screen, forming a narrow lobby.

This arrangement still survives in college halls at the

Universities and at the older among school foundations.

There the hall opens on to one side of the passage, and the kitchens and

scullery on to the other.

The hall-screen would, in the houses of the well-to-do, be utilised for the

support of a minstrel gallery, and would be made an ornamental feature

with panelling and carving. This wainscot panelling would be carried

all round the walls as a sort of lining ;
but it was not necessarily a

fixture, part and parcel of the house itself. Rather it was reckoned

among the movable fittings. Hence, in the division of property after a

death, the panelling would sometimes pass by bequest to some one other

than the inheritor of the house, and

would accordingly be taken down and

set up elsewhere. Thus, probably, is

to be accounted for the patched and

ill-fitting aspect which may sometimes

be remarked in old wainscotting ; as,

for instance, in one of the rooms at

Crowhurst Place, Surrey.
Two panels from Layer Marney
Hall belong to the early years of

Henry VIII.'s reign. One of them
is carved in a reticulated pattern

(on this page) ;
the other, of more

familiar form (page 60), exhibits,

between details of vine ornament, a

moulded scroll. The ogival outline

of the latter warrants the supposition
that this particular type of ornament

is allied to, if not directly derived

from, the simplest variety of linen-

fold, divided down the middle with

one arris only. / Of all forms of

I panelling the favourite for upwards
I of a hundred years previously to the

accession of Queen Elizabeth had

It is so

J..: J..J_ Li

T f" "_"_ __

I been the linen-fold pattern.

OAK PANEL
LAYER MARNEY HALL, ESSEXj
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OAK PANEL LAYER MARNEY HALL OAK PANEL COSTESSEY HALL

named from a certain accidental resemblance which, once noticed, was

eagerly seized upon and exaggerated, especially in the latest phase of

Gothic. The example from Costessey Hall, Norfolk (on this page),
shows the deliberate elaboration of the motif of folds or scrolls. Its

date is about 1535. A wainscot of linen-panelling, very similar in

treatment, and said to have been brought from Reading Abbey, lines

the hall at Magdalen College, Oxford.

It would be difficult to imagine a more completely satisfactory form of

ornament for the purpose. Nothing could display a more effective nor

more charming contrast of light and shadow than

its ridged surface offers, while the austerity of

the straight vertical lines, which occupy the

main area of the panel, provides an excellent

foil to the richness of the ornamental cutting
at the extremities.

An illustration of a room, wainscotted with linen

panels, in the Old Parsonage at Brenchley,_
Kent, is reproduced from a drawing of

Twopeny's (opposite). Over one of the doors

the date 1573 is cut, indicating, no doubt, the

year in which the panelling was made up into

its present form, with Renaissance carved frieze

and pilasters ;
for the actual panels themselves OAK PANEL, RUMWOOD

must be some
fifty years older. Notwith-
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IRON HINGES KENT, OXFORDSHIRE AND CHESHIRE

standing, in debased fashion linen panels lingered on throughout the
latter part of the sixteenth century, as an example from the late

Elizabethan house of Rumwood Court (page 60) testifies, and down to

about the middle of the

seventeenth century ;
but

by that time they had
reached such a pitch of

insipid degeneracy as to

be scarcely recognisable.
Panels of this description
occur in the great door of

Abbot's Hospital at Guild-

ford, founded in 1619.
The oak parlour in the

Manor House at

Grey (page 63) is

example of plain recta-

gonal panelling, with

simply moulded stiles and

rails, carried right up to

the ceiling. A Renaissance

feature, in the shape of the

dentilled cornice, will be

noticed. Other plain

panelling is that in the

long gallery at Powis
Castle (page 67). Here,

however, it is carried up IRON LOCK FRONT AND BACK VIEW
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IRON LATCHES AND

SCUTCHEON, MALMESBURY

only to a certain height, stopping short of the

frieze. Galleries like this, being, as a rule,

upper rooms running the whole length of the

house, were introduced in the time of Queen

Elizabeth, and constitute a special feature of

hers and the succeeding reigns. A considerable

number of instances still exist, as at Haddon
Hall and Hardwick, at Chastleton and Knole,

and at Parham in Sussex and Aston Hall,

Birmingham.
The door on this page is a typical example or

Jacobean wood-work. So fine are its propor-
tions that it may be well to give the exact

dimensions, viz., 6 feet 4 inches high by

3 feet i inch wide. The middle rail, mould-

ings included, is 5^ inches broad ;
the smaller

ones, as also the frames of the rectagonal

panel in the middle of the upper and lower

divisions, 3 inches broad. The door originally belonged to Lodge,

Lynsted, Kent, the ancient residence of the Roper family ;
but a con-

siderable part of the house being

pulled down, early in the nineteenth

century, it was taken thence and

utilised in the village inn, where it

stands to this day.

Though hung in a modern frame,
the above door still retains both its

old hinges complete. The latter

belong to the well-known type,

locally called, in various parts of the

country,
" cock's head,"

"
dragon's

head," and "
serpent

"
hinges. One,

from Oxfordshire (page 61), illus-

trates the most ordinary form.

Another, from Kent (page 61), is a

fine example, having an extra detail,

not too commonly occurring, viz.,

horizontally projecting ornaments on
either side of the centre

;
also it is

of unusual length, exceeding 9 inches.

Another, from Oxfordshire too

(page 61), is a rarer and older

example ;
its cusped terminations

clearly denoting the survival of Gothic
tradition. From their suggestive
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shape such hinges
are sometimes

popularly named

"frog "hinges. A
hinge, 1 1^ inches

long, from Crew
Hall, Cheshire

(page 61), is of

the variety known
as an |-j hinge.
A key-scutcheon
and two latches

from Malmes-

bury,in Wiltshire

(page 62), illus-

trate effective
traditional treat-

ment of iron door

furniture.

In the Eliza-

bethan lock (page

61) the traditional

element is very strong,
overlaid ornament along

GLAZING

In

the

GLAZING

64

fact, but for the strip of pierced and
outer edge, consisting of a Renaissance

baluster between

\x a pair of dolphins

(these ornaments,

curiously enough,
always occur, as

here, turned side-

ways), the whole

might have been

pronounced a per-
fect specimen of

late Gothic de-

sign. The middle
one of the three

cross-straps turns

on a pivot, and
hides a second

keyhole. The
drawing of the

reverseshowshow

thoughtfully and
how decoratively
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PORTION OF CEILING CHASTLETON HOUSE, OXFORDSHIRE

the minutest details, even down to the nuts, are treated. This lock

was purchased in Lynsted, but, at the opposite side of the county,

another, almost the precise counterpart of it, may yet be seen on

a door at the dais end of the great hall at Penshurst Place. It

may, therefore, fairly be pronounced to be of Kentish provenance.
And, next, as to the treat-

ment of windows. Of
stained glass in the Eliza-

bethan period there is none

of any account, for the

mediaeval art, consecrated

as it was primarily to the

service of the Church, re-

ceived for all intents and

purposes its death-warrant

in the Reformation.

Thenceforward, although
there might be an occasional

demand still for armorial

subjects for domestic pur-
PORTION OF CEILING, LAYER MARNEY HALL pOSCS, no Such magnificent
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MANTELPIECE IN CARVED OAK BRENCHLEY PARSONAGE, KENT

series of heraldic glass as the Perpendicular windows at Ockwells, in

Berkshire, was ever produced. In the larger number of cases small

squares or diamond panes, as at Brenchley Parsonage (facing page 60),

would be employed. Much ingenuity, however, was exercised in

devising different designs in ornamental lead glazing with plain glass.

These, for the most part, took the form of severely geometrical patterns.

Nine specimens, gathered from various sources, are here reproduced

(page 64).
It is to be noted that the lead lines in all genuine old work are narrow,
as compared with modern work

; and, moreover, that the leaded panels
were attached by the edge invariably to the outside of the casement.

This is a plan which, some might think, must have afforded little or no

safeguard against intrusion. But it should be remembered that the

casement did not consist merely of an open rectagonal frame. It would
be fortified by transverse saddle-bars, to which the leaded panel itself

would be fastened at intervals on the inside by metal straps or wires.
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MANTELPIECE IN CARVED STONE ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX

The artistry of the blacksmith revelled in beautifying each of the

necessary mechanical fittings, such as the springs, the long stay-hooks,
and the catches with their guards. Endless varieties of these homely
contrivances, in pierced and wrought iron, are to be found in old-

fashioned houses where they have not been improved away for modern
sash-windows.

In the matter of plaster-work for friezes and ceilings, the latter especially,
native craftsmen had to weigh well and carefully the choice between two
alternatives. They might, on the one hand, adopt the methods of the

south, where the reasonable aim is to obtain a cool and refreshing refuge
from the blazing sunshine. Such an end is served by the Italian practice
of coffering ceilings with deep and shadowy cavities to absorb and
exhaust the light as much as possible. Or, on the other hand, since in
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northern latitudes the ceiling is about the least illuminated surface in a

room, they might adopt the other alternative, and make the most of the

light available by diffusing and irradiating it. The latter was, in fact,

the plan which English plasterers of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries did follow
;
and that is why Elizabethan and Jacobean ceilings

afford so peculiarly appropriate and attractive a decoration as they do.

Their surfaces are, for the most part, free from hard and sharply defined

projections and undercut modellings ;
but are distinguished rather for

MANTELPIECE IN CARVED STONE AND OAK

7

ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX



MANTELPIECE IN CARVED STONE THE " OLD PALACE," BROMLEY-BY-BOW

softness and delicacy of low relief patterns, very slightly concave in

section, with outlines melting tenderly away into the background, and

affording thus the most charming field for the ever-varying play of lights
and cross-lights. Such is the English ideal of plaster-work as evoked by
the necessities of place and climate and as exemplified in the waggon-vaulted
ceiling at Chastleton (page 66) ;

in the gallery already noticed, at Powis
Castle (page 67), and, although perhaps in a less notable degree, in the

favourite geometrical devices of simple mouldings like that at Layer
Marney (page 66).
With Mr. Clifford's excellent drawings to refer to, it is unnecessary to

enlarge upon the qualities which have made the great frieze of coloured

plaster at Hardwick Hall (facing page 64) justly famous. Simple
silhouetting of the component parts, all overlapping of detail being
avoided as much as any illusion of perspective or planes of receding
distance ;

these are among the factors that go to the making of this

decorative masterpiece. It should be observed that the Royal Arms of

Queen Elizabeth, set within a frame of German strap-ornament, occupy
a position of honour over the fireplace in the Presence Chamber.

7 1
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MANTELPIECE IN CARVED OAK BEXON, BREDGAR, KENT

The house named Plas Mawr, i.e., Great Mansion, built at Conway for

Robert Wynne, is a valuable museum of Elizabethan plaster-work
on ceiling, wall and chimney-breast. Two examples are illustrated,

respectively from the Banqueting Hall and from the Reception Room

(page 65). The latter exhibits a fairly simple decoration ;
but the

former is elaborate, the plaster decoration running from the mantel-

shelf right up to the cornice. The composition, imposing as it is, might
have been more organic had the side pilasters been carried down to meet

the corresponding returns of the mantelshelf, instead of being interrupted

by a pair of square blocks, which, notwithstanding the heraldic lions

upon them, spoil the unity of the design. The central coat of arms and

initials R.W. are those of the owner
;
and the work itself is dated 1580.

As to the stone fireplaces, the smaller one has a monolith lintel
;
the

other, being larger, its lintel is constructed with joggle joints on account

J2
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CAST-IRON FIRE-DOG SUSSEX

of its longer span. The corner

brackets or shelves in the outer angles

are quite in accordance with the local

tradition of the district.

The mantelpiece illustrated on page
68 belongs to the room in the old

parsonage at Brenchley (facing page

60). As may be clearly seen, over the

original four-centred stone opening
there has been fitted subsequently an

Elizabethan wooden mantel. The

opening of the latter, obtuse angled,
does not correspond with the outline

of the inner arch, and the panelling
is all of late character. To the left

of the centre is a device of trophies ;

on the right the arms of Fane quar-

tering those of Hendley, and the

initials E.F. showing it to be the

work of Elizabeth Fane, whose maiden
name was Hendley. Her second

husband was George Fane, of Badsell,

surviving whom, she resided here at

Brenchley, and died in 1596 aged 73. The four other fireplaces
illustrated all have rectagonal openings. Three are now in the Victoria

and Albert Museum, and all show
how the last lingering Gothic was

being supplanted by overmastering
Renaissance fashions. One of the

mantels, from a house, circa 1600,
at Enfield (page 69), has fairly good
traditional mouldings on jambs and

lintel, but the broad frieze along the

top, with monkeys, birds, fruits, and

strap-ornament, is purely foreign in

inspiration. Another example from
the same house (page 70) is framed
round with carved wood-work. The
stone mantelpiece from the " Old
Palace" at Bromley- by-Bow, circa

1606 (page 71), is still more definitely
Renaissance. The delicate rendering
of vine scrolls above the lintel is an

excellent specimen of its kind. Lastly,.
CAST-IRON FIRE-DOG KENT the carved oak mantel (page 72) , from.
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CAST-IRON FIRE-DOGS FROM KENT
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WROUGHT-IRON GRATE, HADDON HALL

Bexon, Kent, the house already

described, if there is no mistaking
the Jacobean date, 1619, upon it,

is nevertheless much more charac-

teristic of the native methods of

design evolved during the previous

reign.
The rear of fireplace openings was

frequently lined with bricks, laid

herring-bone wise, a method being,
it is said, more fire-resisting than

horizontal courses. Against the

brick back, for greater durability it was usual to set a cast-iron fireback.

Four examples of the latter, all in the Victoria and Albert Museum, are

illustrated on page 73. The oldest is dated 1584. The ornament

consists of an eight-pointed star-panel, the same repeated at each upper
corner, displaying, for crest, a hound on a heraldic torse, encircled by
a Renaissance wreath. Two of these firebacks exemplify the way that

the mould itself would be made up on occasions by the aid of movable

patterns impressed into the sand or clay casting-bed. One is inscribed,
" Made in Sussex by John Harvo." It bears the Queen's initials, E.R.,
and the Royal Arms within the Garter between a dragon and a grey-

hound, Elizabeth's heraldic supporters. Thus, much is produced by
a set model, but a larger sized plate being required, the mould was

augmented by the simple device of enclosing a wing on either side

within a strung-bead border, the same stamp, impressed diagonally,

making a rude pattern for these extra panels.
The specimen of later date, believed to be likewise a Sussex casting,

illustrates still more strik-

ingly the fortuitous method
of building up a pattern
from heterogeneous stamps.
The edging is of rope-
twist, impressed, maybe,
from a real rope, while a

fleur-de-lys is repeated four

times in radiating direc-

tions and twice upright by
itself. But the strangest

caprice of all is the bor-

rowing an ordinary fire-dog

model, twice repeated, to

assist in eking out the

composition.
OXFORDSHIRE The fireback, dated 1649,SPIT-RACK OVER FIREPLACE
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CHIMNEY-CRANE IN WROUGHT-IRON
KENT

the very last year of King Charles I.,

is labelled as having come from
Hertfordshire. It is the only instance

among those reproduced of a fireback

cast entire from a single model.
Another casting from the same used

to be in the museum at Canterbury,
whence it has been removed to the

newly-fitted West Gate of the city.
If there is any difference between
the two, it is that the bottom part
of that at Canterbury is less fire-worn

than that of the other. As to the

design, it may be noticed that the

thistle of Scotland occupies, as is

natural enough during a Stuart reign,
the chief place above the grand
heraldic lion

; while the rose for

England and the fleur-de-lys for

France occupy respectively the dexter and sinister, whereas in the

traditional arms the dexter quarter is always that assigned to the

fleur-de-lys.
In front of the fireback would stand a pair of fire-dogs, or andirons (said
to be a corruption of the French landier}^ having at the back of each a

horizontally projecting leg. The two, placed parallel to one another

on the hearth, formed rests for logs of fuel. When intended for kitchen

use the uprights are

commonly of

wrought iron, and

fitted with hooks to

hold the spit in

position before the

fire. These were
sometimes called
"cobberts." But
ornamental andirons,

to which category
all those illustrated

belong, are, with one exception, without hooks
in the front, and are moreover cast, with a

pattern on the face of the uprights. The
earliest, assigned to the end of the sixteenth

century, and to a Sussex foundry, is at the

Victoria and Albert Museum (page 74). The
other dated example, 1698, at Cobham Hall, WEST SUFFOLK
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Kent (page 75), shows how very late the old Gothic traditions survived.

The double-pointed cusps underneath can trace back their origin to

long before the Renaissance. Moreover, they are an exact counterpart
of the ornamental projections under the legs of the Jacobean X chairs

at Knole.

The wrought-iron basket grate at Haddon Hall (page 76) is of traditional

smith's work, and such that makes it difficult to assign a definite date

to it. However, it can scarcely be later than the middle of the

seventeenth century, and might even be a century older. In any event

it is interesting, as an early design of grate for coal fuel.

In farmhouses and also in country inns, which in old days were not mere

drink-shops, but convenient places for travellers and temporary residents

to stay at, the chimney-piece of the public room would be fitted with

a spit-rack. Quaintly shaped in wood, and sometimes ornamented in

addition with simple carving, these racks, part of the structural fittings

of the room, would extend to the ceiling and downward to below the

mantelshelf. An example, possibly belonging to the latter part of the

seventeenth century, still exists in the "
Greyhound

"
Inn at Ewelme,

Oxfordshire (page 76). A later one, of the eighteenth century, is in the

village inn by the churchyard at Shutford, near Banbury ;
and another is

figured by Miss Jekyll, from a farmhouse, in " Old West Surrey."
An immemorial accessory of the old-fashioned fireplace is the wrought-
iron chimney

- crane, a

utilitarian object, in the

beautifying of which the

smith was wont often to

display extraordinarily re-

sourceful fancy. The two

specimens here reproduced

(page 77), of the seven-

teenth, or perhaps early

eighteenth, century, exem-

plify, firstly,
a simple variety,

with two movements, and,

secondly, a more elaborate

variety, with three move-
ments. The former, its

quadrant fitted with buttons

for securing the lever at the

requisite elevation, came
from Cranbrook, Kent, and
is now at the " Mermaid "

Inn, Rye. The second, its

lever working on a ratchet,
and the whole mechanism
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capable of sliding backwards and forwards by means of a wheel at

the top, appears, to judge from the number of kindred examples
exhibited in the Museum at Bury St. Edmunds, to be a typical West

Suffolk instance.

Lastly, the trivet (page 78) with its handsomely perforated brass

ornamant, depicting a stag-hunt, affords a good example of reasonable

design, free from the very least affectation of Renaissance. According to

the costume of the huntsman, it should belong to a date not subsequent
to the middle of the seventeenth century. It was brought from

Gloucestershire, where, or in some neighbouring county, it was, in all

likelihood, produced.
In regard to staircases, a decided advance towards practical convenience

took place in the sixteenth century. Anciently the usual form of

staircase, where there was one at all, consisted of stone steps turning on a

newel, hence, on account of its winding, called a "
vyse

"

(French vice). But perhaps the commonest form was little

better than a ladder. Some rudely picturesque stairs in old

church towers exist which are made by lengths of timber of

triangular section (produced by sawing square blocks through
from corner to corner) fixed with the sloping side to the

sloping carriage piece, the other sides of the triangle forming
the rises and treads. This primitive method no doubt

answered its purpose, but was far from economical of the

timber. The old English name for a flight of steps, as distinct

from circular newel-stairs, was "
grysse

"
or "

gerrics
"

;
hence

some, instancing the so-called

Grecian steps at Lincoln, have

supposed the word to be derived

from Greece. It is, of course,

nothing but a corruption of the

Latin gressus, meaning literally a

step or steps.

Among the points worth noting
about Elizabethan and Jacobean
staircases, are, firstly,

the plan,

viz., they rise generally round

the sides of a square well ; and,

secondly, not only are the treads,

as compared with modern steps,

lower and wider a thing always
desirable but also they are sub-

divided by landing-stages into

a number of short flights. A
NEWEL-POST AND BALUSTRADE further point is that the newel-

CLAVERTON, SOMERSET posts are massive and really give
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STAIRCASE AT GODINGTON, KENT
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the impression of framing and holding the whole staircase together in a

structural way in which modern examples are generally lacking. The
hand-rail too is no mere light rod, but an important feature, of substantial

depth and often handsomely moulded.

The above remarks are illustrated by the staircases respectively at the

Manor House, Upton Grey (page 79), and at Yaverland, Isle of Wight
(page 79). The simple treatment of turned balusters and square newels

terminating in a ball, an acorn, or other plain and unpretending device,
is to be noted as typical of the period.
The staircase at Godington, Kent (page 81), is noticeable for the treatment

of the balustering, each division of which is subdivided horizontally,

making two triangles, the upper one a range of balusters

A graduated down to a diminutive height, upon a solid triangular

J^, panel underneath. For the rest, the whole staircase is very
y%... ornate, and an instance of the bad influence of German

pattern-books, rendering so unintelligent a version of Italian

work as to amount almost to a

caricature, void of grace or refine-

ment, especially in the treatment

of the human figure. The down-
ward taper of the uprights is

another symptom of late German
Renaissance. The same feature

appears also in the staircase at

Claverton (page 80), where the

balustrade is made like an arcade

of semi-circular arches, and in a

house at Canterbury (page 82).

Here, indeed, the balusters form
not an arcade, but a colonnade,

yet so transmuted that the baluster

has lost all trace of its columnar

origin and has become a thin

silhouette, almost flat, but for

some scanty mouldings, and these,

too, so ill understood that the

parts that encircle the shoulder

are given the form of a horizontal

panel. The attempt to adapt the

same to the rake of the stairs results

in strange distortion. The grand
staircase at Blickling Hall, Nor-

folk, exhibits a somewhat similar

NEWEL-POST AND BALUSTRADE motif, but much more elaborate

82
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IV.-FURNITURE.
O one who has studied the subject of mediasval

manners and customs could fail to be struck by the

ceremonial luxury of the wealthier classes in the

matter of dress, plate, jewellery and other minor
ornaments luxury co-existing together with what

was, judged by later ideals, a very rudimentary standard

of comfort in the matter of furniture. By the time of

Queen Elizabeth these conditions had become greatly

modified, and the balance between the two extremes of useful and

ornamental more evenly adjusted. As compared with modern over-

crowding, however, the furniture and appointments of an Elizabethan

house were restricted in quantity, and comprised none but objects more
or less directly utilitarian.

Not only in her reign but for upwards of
fifty years after her death, the age

of oak still continued and, as a natural consequence, a sturdy, substantial

and practical type prevailed. As in timber-framed house-building, so in

the construction of contemporary furniture there are no more nails

admitted than absolutely indispensable. It is put together in simple
and workmanlike manner, and pegged with wooden pins. This absence of

extraneous metal stabbing into the flesh and tissues of the wood is indeed

one of the secrets of the durability of genuine old oak furniture. Else,

with the poison of rust eating into its very heart, and corroding within

it continuously for centuries, the wood must have been burst asunder

and have perished long ago.
As to form, robust and virile articulation is always the dominating factor.

Members such as stiles or legs are continued straight through from top
to bottom, and framed

together horizontally
with rails or stretchers

in practical fashion that

makes them far stronger
and wear-resisting than

many newer productions
that long age has not yet
tried. ,

r The Elizabethan

and Stuart periods were,

happily, free from such

unnatural freaks as the

later invention of cabriole

legs, so named from their

resemblance to the legs
of running or jumping
goats. Whatever may OAK CHEST
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OAK CHEST

be said for the elegance
of such forms when
instinct with life and

movement, it is certain

that, translated into

the rigid material of

wood, and that cut, as

it must be, through
the grain, they are

really as unsound struc-

turally as they always

appear to be wanting
in a true centre of

gravity. It will be

noted, then, that in the

examples illustrated, none of the essential vertical parts are curved nor

bulging, but straight. Moreover, the ornament is, for the most part,

subordinated, applied for the emphasising and decorating of the structure
;

it never usurps the foremost place in the composition. Thus it presents

the sharpest contrast to the triviality of subsequent works, which were

designed rather for the

display of their orna-

ment or ofthe costliness

of their material.

One of the earliest

items of furniture was
the hutch or chest,

which served at once
for locker (whether for

storage or travelling),
seat and table. It is

on account of its use

for the last-named

purpose that chest-lids

are traditionally plain
and smooth, as distinct

from panelled. The
coffer form, having,
that is, the front all

in one slab, preceded
that with framed and

panelled front, which
however had become
almost universal by
the time of QueenOAK CHEST WITH DRAWERS DERBYSHIRE
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OAK CHEST OF DRAWERS EAST KENT

Elizabeth. Both the

chests shown (pages 83
and 84) are of this type,
embellished with shallow

carving.
It will be seen that the

stiles or legs at the ends

are prolonged below the

body of the chest, for the

purpose, no doubt, of

lifting it well above the

dampness of the ground.
The addition of a drawer

in the space underneath

marks the first step
towards the evolution of

the chest of drawers ; in

which the flap-lidded
box has disappeared and the whole has come to consist of a series of

drawers, one above another. The chest of drawers mounted, as in the

case of the two examples (pages 84 and 85) becomes a tall-boy. The
sides in the old chests of drawers are no mere slabs of wood, as in

modern work, but a recessed frame in which are fixed runners for

carrying the drawers with greater facility.
The chest of drawers from

East Kent (on this page)
is a peculiarly rich and

elaborate example, of

Jacobean date. It is

remarkable not only for

the variety of patterns it

comprises, but also in

having three, instead of

the more usual two,

..longitudinal divisions.

These ornaments are

characteristic of the time

and are produced in the

simplest of methods, by
the arrangement of short

lengths of mouldings in

geometrical devices. The

surrounding spaces, being
filled up nearly to the

level of the most pro-
OAK COURT CUPBOARD minent member of the
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OAK COURT CUPBOARD

mouldings, give the enclosed panels the appearance of being sunk, and

thus afford a handsome effect of light and shadow, particularly when
the piece of furniture in question is placed with its front at right angles
to a window, so that the light falls upon it from one side. In the

Derbyshire example (page 84) and in that at the Victoria and Albert

Museum (page 85) the above method is employed in combination with

another, not less telling, viz., that of raised or " fielded
"
panels.

Next, four court cupboards (pages 85 to 88) illustrate the evolution, or

rather decline, of this article of furniture. The earlier examples are

those in which a baluster column, turned from the solid square, supports
the front of the upper stage. Later, this column became curtailed, as

in the cupboard (page 86) into a pendant, in the shape of an acorn or

similar form, the idea of a support having been abandoned. In Wales
the court cupboard is in three stages, the topmost one being an open

receptacle, with pierced or balustraded ends, to hold plates and jugs.
This type survived, with little alteration, into the eighteenth century.
The English cupboard (on this page) at the Victoria and Albert Museum,
with its open lower stage and its polygonal upper cupboard, approximates
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rather to the modern

dinner-wagon. The
exuberant encrustation

of its carved ornament

compares unfavourably
with the dignity and

reticence of the earlier

examples.
Chairs and stools are

broadly distinguished in

ancient inventories under

one of two heads, to

wit, as
"
throwen," i.e.,

thrown on the turning

lathe, and " close
"

or
"
seeled," i.e., boxed or

panelled. There was yet
a third class, viz., folding

chairs,commonly known,
on account of their

shape, as X chairs.

They were no doubt OAK COURT CUPBOARD
made thus in the first

instance for convenience and portability. But the same outline was

retained, stereotyped into a fixed shape, long after the thing itself had

ceased to be constructed for folding. Thus, at Knole there exist

X chairs, the frames lacquered and the seats and backs velvet-covered,

of about the date 1620.

Two other X chairs,

of the sixteenth cen-

tury, are extant. One
of them, probably the

earlier of the two, is

preserved at York
Minster. The other, at

Winchester Cathedral,
is believed to have

been used by Queen

Mary on the occasion

of her marriage there

with Philip of Spain,
on 25th July 1554.

Early chairs are by no
means common, and

OAK SETTLE \ are never to be met
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OAK ARM-CHAIR KENT

with in sets. The fact is that for

centuries they were made in single
units

;
to sit on a chair being

regarded as the prerogative of the

master of the house, presiding at

family gatherings and other assem-

blages, or as 'an honour to be

conceded only to a distinguished

guest. The record of this usage has

been declared, not perhaps without

warrant, to survive in the word
chairman at the present day. Any
chair, then, that matches and belongs
to a suite of others (whether it be,

with arms, the principal one of a

set, or whether it be, so to speak,
one of the rank and file, armless) is

to be assigned with tolerable certainty
to a date not previous to the close

of Elizabeth's reign. Sets had been

introduced by 1623 into Haddon Hall, as an inventory of that date

proves, which contains the entry,
" a red velvet chair, with two stooles

sutable," i.e., of the same suite. These unfortunately no longer exist,

Haddon Hall having been virtually denuded of its furniture in 1730.
But the so-called Leicester Gallery at Knole, as well as the Presence

Chamber at Hardwick Hall, furnish excellent instances in point

(page 102).
Panelled chairs, from being comparatively squat, developed high backs

and a growing tendency towards open backs, the panel being elevated at

an interval above the seat, instead of touching it as in earlier examples.
Elaborate shaping of the top of the back panel or rail, and especially
the spreading out into side ears are additional symptoms of later

changes. Authorities,

moreover, point out that

in the majority of earlier

chairs the bottom front

rail is close to the ground,
to be used as a foot-

rest
;
but that, as luxury

and habits of cleanliness

increased, the foot-rest

became superfluous and

so the front rail was

raised, or was set back,
as a stretcher. OAK " MONKS BENCH



OAK TABLE STRATFORD-ON-AVON

Three carved and panelled armchairs, with rails low on the ground, are

illustrated (page 89) as well as two armless chairs of the type assigned

by connoisseurs to Yorkshire or Derbyshire (page 90). It will be

noted that in the case of these last the front rail is placed too high to

allow of its fulfilling the office of a foot-rest. The carving, if some-

what coarse, as might be expected of country work, is bold and not

unpicturesque. The backs are open, as compared with the armchair-

backs, and present respectively the marked features of an arcade and

segmental topped rails, the latter having a peculiar outline suggesting
that of a crescent, on the underneath side. Nothing like either of these

types is known in the south of England.
The child's arm-chair (page 90) is of the seventeenth century. It

stands proportionately

high, and the feet of

its oblique legs, set

wide apart, and framed

with bottom rails, pro-
vide a firm basis, so

that there is no danger
of the occupant on the

top overturning it,

however much he may
fidget and twist.

The chair at Sissing-
hurst Castle, Kent

(page 91) and the

settle belonging to

Hon. Charles Hanbury-
Tracy (page are OAK DRAW-TABLE
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OAK TABLE STRATFORD-ON-AVON

examples of excellently simple design in oak, the seat, back and portions
of the frame covered with leather and studded with brass nails. The

shining bosses of the nail-heads make a very effective structural

decoration. Apart from this, the unadorned severity of the two pieces
is such that is wont to be associated with the Commonwealth, as a

protest against the fantastic extravagances which had been allowed to

encroach upon artistic design in the previous reigns. They date from

about the third quarter of the seventeenth century.
The article fitted with a flap (page 91), which, moving on a pivot,
makes either the back of a settle or the top of a table, as required, is

an instance of composite furniture of the kind popularly known as a
" monks' bench." The designation needless to say

- - is incorrect,

because such things did not come into vogue until about fifty years
after the monasteries had ceased to exist in this country.

Dining tables were
made narrow in pro-

portion to their length,
because it was the

custom for the diners

to sit on one side only
and be waited on across

the table by attendants

opposite. Later on

these tables became
identified with the

fashionable game of

shovel-board (which in

its day corresponded in

popularity with the

modern billiards). The

game was played with
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OAK TABLE KENT

metal discs propelled
from one end of the

board to the other, over

a mark drawn parallel

to, and about 3 or 4
inches from, the edge.
In the long gallery at

Haddon Hall, according
to an inventory or

16378, there stood "a
shovell-board table with

five tressells," not men-

tioned, however, in the

inventory of fifteen

years earlier. That long
tables did not originate in the game, since they existed centuries before it

was invented, is a fact beyond dispute.
Two long tables, the property of Captain Tudor-Owen, are respectively
of Elizabethan (page 92) and Jacobean date (page 93). Joint-stools are,

of course, well known. They corresponded to the forms that ran along

by the side of the long dining table, the joint-stool itself occupying the

end place, it is said, for the carver. Both forms and stools, when not in

use, would be stowed away underneath the table, the rails of which served

to support them from lying actually on the ground. The joint-stool
illustrated (page 95) is a fair average specimen of Jacobean work, with

simple incised carving upon the upper rails. The vesicas formed by the

inter-sections of the semicircles are painted black, a point to be

remarked, because the addition of colour to heighten the effect of carving
is not a very common feature during this period. The turgid bulbs in

the legs of the Elizabethan table are characteristic. Similar legs from

some, no doubt, similar table, have been made up by a later and

inexperienced hand into

the draw-table at Leeds

Castle, Kent (page 9 3).

In this case, not only
are the stiles incorrectly
framed they should be

tenoned into the block

of the leg but the

Grecian fret pattern

surrounding the upper

part is practically un-

known in contemporary
ornament in England.
The illustration is OAK GATE-LEG TABLE NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
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OAK TABLE

from a drawing by
W. Twopeny.
The shorter table is

Jacobean and came from
East Peckham in Kent

(page 94), but another

one like a side-table (on
this page), is probably
not in its original and

unaltered state.

Another type, the draw-

table, to wit, is ade-

quately illustrated by the

specimen from Lincoln-

shire (page 92), where it

had been in an old farm-

house for generations. It has recently been acquired for the Victoria

and Albert Museum. The melon-ball legs and general form are

close parallels of contemporary tables in Holland and Flanders

they figure constantly in pictures of Dutch interiors but if this

one was influenced by foreign models in respect of general outline,

its simplicity and restraint are quite consistent with an English

provenance. It would appear to belong to the third quarter of the

seventeenth century. It stands 2 feet jf inches high. The top,
2 feet 4! inches wide by 4 feet 2^ inches long, can be extended

by means of the sliding leaves to a total length of 7 feet 5 inches.

A more familiar variety is the gate-

leg table, not intended primarily for

use as a dining-table. Though
fitted more usually with oval tops,

they were occasionally square-

topped. The former would appear
to have been preferred on grounds

thoroughly practical. In the case

of oval tables the elliptical flap

(being attached by hinges at the

chord to the stationary part of the

table top) requires no extra support

beyond that which is afforded by
the gate-leg, at one point near the

arc. Whereas, in the case of square

tables, the two outermost corners

of the rectagonal flap (itself attached

on the inside just like an elliptical

OAK JOINT STOOL flap) are necessarily at a distance
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OAK BEDSTEAD

from the upholding gate-leg and are thus without adequate support and

consequently unequal to the strain of any heavy weight. Again, the

larger area of the rectagonal flap renders it liable, if the wood is new,
to wind, i.e., to become distorted out of the flat plane, a defect which

is, needless to say, a specially serious one in the instance of tables.

Some large sized gate-leg tables are supplied with a double gate on either

side, />., four gates in all
;
but these are exceptional cases. The example

illustrated (page 94) has its original square flaps. The handsome spiral-

twisted legs show that it was produced probably not earlier than the
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OAK BEDSTEAD

latter halfof the seventeenth century. It was purchased at Wellingborough

in^kfrthamptonshire.
the two large bedsteads (pages 96 and 97) both, it will be noticed,

have the tester or canopy supported at the foot by posts which are

beyond and distinct from the actual framing of the bed itself. In one
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case, indeed, there is a considerable space
between the bed's foot and the tester's

supports. This example (page 96) belongs
to the collection of the Victoria and Albert

Museum and bears the date 1593. With
its deeply cut, fluted columns and quasi-Ionic

capitals, it is more deliberately a reproduc-
tion of Renaissance models than the other

bed, the flat carving and general style of

ornament of which bespeak a stronger
influence of English traditions. The holes

pierced in the side of the frame were meant,
of course, for the lacing cords to stretch the

hammock part under the mattress.

A detail is given (on this page) of the top of

a bedpost from Exeter, now at Sharsted

Court, Kent. It is exceedingly massive,

measuring no less than thirteen inches in

circumference. The square blocks at the

top and base of the columns are inlaid with

bone. The one illustrated bears the name
"
Margarete

"
encircling a conventional

daisy, while the companion one exhibits a

wild strawberry plant and the legend
" Frezels." The other devices are a ship in full sail (seen to the left

hand of the illustration) and a pair of pigeons. The bases are inlaid

with the words "
Faith,"

"
Hope,"

" Love "
and " Truth." But the

most notable and interesting feature of all is a wrought iron crown

surrounding the upper part of each of these fluted columns. From
either circlet spring four iron fleurs-de-lys rivetted on to the band and
themselves set with irregular lumps of mother of pearl. The latter are

suggestive of a fashion that has lately become a favourite with artists,

and is hereby proved to have better precedent than is, perhaps, generally

supposed. The bed to which these posts belong is one of the very

large number in which Queen Elizabeth is said to have slept. Indeed
it is affirmed that the crowns were added subsequently in honour of

the event. And although in most cases, no doubt, the story of royal

occupation is mythical ;
in this one, at any rate, seeing that the iron

crowns can scarcely have formed part of the original structure, there is

perhaps stronger show of probability for the tradition than usual.

DETAIL OF OAK BEDPOST
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V-TEXTILES AND EMBROIDERY.
HE manufacture of tapestry hangings was brought to

such perfection on the continent, and the ease with
which they could be rolled up and transported such
that there does not seem to have been any attempt
to produce them at home throughout the middle

ages, nor previously to the time of Queen Elizabeth.

Thus the magnificent series of tapestries purchased

by Cardinal Wolsey for his palace of Hampton
Court were all woven abroad.

It is explicitly recorded that the first to introduce at his own cost into

England the art of weaving tapeta was a Warwickshire gentleman, named
William Sheldon. In the latter half of the sixteenth century he com-
missioned one Richard Hicks to visit the Low Countries for the

purpose of studying the several processes of the craft of weaving. On
the latter's return from his travels, tapestry looms were accordingly set

up at Weston, where the Sheldon estates lay, and at the Manor House at

Barcheston, the home of Sheldon's wife's family.
In his will and final directions, dated 1569 and 1570, William Sheldon
describes Richard Hicks as

" the only author and beginner of this art

within this realm." And in the same document also he sets forth the

VERDURA TAPESTRY SHARSTED COURT, DODDINGTON, KENT
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motives which led him to establish the

weaving industry in this country. Adam
Smith was yet unborn, and Sheldon there-

fore did but express the current economic

ideas of his day when he declared that to

do as he had done was to confer a public

benefit, not only as providing profitable

employment for young people, but also

because it must prove
" a means to secure

great sums of money within this realm
"

sums that would otherwise " issue and go
out of this realm" in the purchase of
" the same commodities, to the mainten-

ance
"
of foreigners and " to the hindrance

of this commonwealth." Moreover,
William Sheldon's will directs that certain

hangings of tapestry and arras, then at his EMBROIDERED PANEL

house at Beoley, were to remain there HARDWICK HALL

as heirlooms in perpetuity. None of these

works can now be traced.

After Richard Hicks, the factory at Barcheston was conducted by his

son Francis, under whom, about the year 1640, a set or sets of tapestry
are known to have been produced, consisting of woven maps of counties

of England. They had nothing of the nature of ornamental design
about them, except in the borders, which represent figures and plants
under architectural arcades. The only authenticated pieces of Barcheston

tapestry surviving are five maps, which,
after various vicissitudes (passing through
the hands of Horace Walpole, among
others) have now found a final resting

place in the Museum at York and in the

Bodleian Library.
Meanwhile, the Barcheston looms cannot

long have been established before colonies

of Flemish weavers, in 1567-8, settled in

Kent, at Canterbury, Maidstone, and

Sandwich, and in East Anglia at Norwich
and Colchester, followed a year or two

later, i.e., in 1570, by two Dutch arras-

weavers at York. But what is believed

to have been the most formidable rival
l mfflmwiiniPK!"iBpnamiiiinuimHii'' it i n i i j u

'"''^-Ii^na.fBim'^OT^a to the Barcheston tapestry works, and such

that brought about the latter's decline

EMBROIDERED PANEL and eventual collapse, was the factory
HARDWICK HALL founded at Mortlake, under the patronage
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EMBROIDERED PANEL

of James I., by Sir Francis Crane, in 1619.

Belgian weavers were brought over to start

the industry, and six of them are known to

have been employed there in 1630. Sir

Francis Crane was succeeded in the pro-

prietorship by his brother Sir Richard,
from whom the premises and goodwill
were acquired and turned into the royal

factory by Charles I. In 1670 other

tapestry-weaving works were established

at Chelsea and Lambeth
;
and also, in the

following century, at Fulham. To trace

the subject further is outside the scope of

the present work.

It rarely happens that any maker's name
or date was woven into the fabric, and so,

when there is no other internal nor external
HARDWICK HALL

documentary evidence of identification, it

is rash to dogmatise as to the provenance
of such a piece as that illustrated (page 99). It belongs to the class

called
"
verdura," subjects, that is, consisting of foliage with birds and

beasts, but not human figures. With its herbal-like treatment of plants,

it probably dates from the latter part of the sixteenth or earlier half of

the seventeenth century. It was at one time at the old Manor House at

Hollingbourne, but is now at Sharsted Court, Doddington, Kent.

If tapestries were commonly imported into this country it is not less a

fact that embroideries were of home

product ;
the English needlework en-

joying from the thirteenth or beginning
of the fourteenth century a European

reputation. And though the Refor-

mation arrested the demand for em-

broidery for ecclesiastical purposes,
the immense increase of domestic

luxury gave a fresh stimulus to the

secular phases of the art in the latter

half of the sixteenth century and

afterwards. Queen Elizabeth's own

appreciation of the art of the needle

was signalised by the incorporation, in

1 56 1, three years after her accession,

of the Broderers' Company.
A fashion, introduced, it is said, from

Spain by Catharine of Aragon, and

resorted to as a solace in her troubles,

.->..
.A...

EMBROIDERED PANEL
HARDWICK HALL
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was embroidery in black silk, sometimes enhanced with gold or silver

thread, upon a ground of white linen. This kind of work continued to

be popular down to the end of James I.'s reign.

Larger pieces, for hangings and dorsers, like the three specimens repro-

duced, from the Victoria and Albert Museum, were executed in petit

point in coloured silks, or silks and wools, upon coarse canvas, the whole
of the ground being covered by the needlework. Two strips (facing

page 99), dating from the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century,

quaintly depict, with the costume, architecture and other accessories

of their period, two stories of the love and enmity of Venus, as enshrined
in late classic mythology. The incest of Myrrha or Smyrna, with the

connivance of her nurse, is followed by her metamorphosis, to enable her
to escape her father's vengeance, into a tree. Next is portrayed Myrrha's
child, Adonis, grown up and hunting a boar, from which he receives a

fatal wound
;
and lastly Venus, with her attendants, mourning for the

death of Adonis.

Another example of petit point, all in silk, embellished by gold thread,
is signed at the lower corners with the name, Mary Hulton (facing

page 100). The initials}. R. and the royal arms, quarterly France
modern and England, with Scotland in the sinister, and Ireland in the

opposite dexter quarter, prove tha the work cannot have been finished

earlier than the reign of James I. The floral rorms represented are

partly conventionalised renderings of actual plants and partly abstract,

all, however, growing indiscriminately
from the same stem in the inorganic
fashion that marks the initial stage of

decadence.

From that treasure-house ot embroi-

deries, Hardwick Hall, is reproduced
a set of four small panels, about 10 or

12 inches high, worked in outline

of laid thread upon brownish-green
velvet (pages 100 and 101). One
bears the date 1590, and another the

coronet and initials of the Countess
of Shrewsbury, both within borders
of strap ornament

; while the others

represent respectively the earth's

sphere and a pair of balances.

To the same place belong the two
round stools and the back and seat

from a chair of the suite in the
Presence Chamber (facing pages 102
and 103), the work of Jacobean or

perhaps early Caroline date. The CHAIR HARDWICK HALL
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EMBROIDERED CHAIR-SEAT AND
BACK FROM HARDWICK HALL.





embroidery is executed firstly upon canvas and then cut out and applied
to the velvet ground, which age has toned from the original crimson to a

rich, purplish brown. Among the floral forms may be recognised borage
and poppies on the stools, and roses, daisies and strawberry blossoms,

leaves and fruit upon the chairs. That the floral motifs do not suffice of

themselves, but have to be supplemented by incoherent units like cater-

pillars and butterflies, betrays a certain limitation of the ornamental

design of the times
;
and also how it was then already verging into the

inconsequent type of the Caroline and Commonwealth periods, called

embroidery
" on the stump."

AYMER VALLANCE.
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"ELIZA TRIUMPHANS." FROM THE ENGRAVING BY WILLIAM ROGERS (1589)



VI. THE FIRST CENTURY OF ENG-
LISH ENGRAVING.

HE first hundred years of copper-plate engraving in

England produced little that can be called genuinely

artistic, but its results were of considerable historic

value. The art came to England from Flanders, and

it came comparatively late, for there had long been

masters of the graven line in Italy, in Germany, and

the Low Countries. By the time a copper-plate
was first engraved in this country, Andrea Mantegna,

Marc Antonio Raimondi, Albert Diirer, and Lucas Van Leyden were all

dead, leaving prints that have won them imperishable fame. But the

craft of the graver came here, in the first instance, not at the call of

pictorial art, or to assist the expression of any artist's genius, but to

render graphic the manner of human birth and the fearful and wonderful

making of the human frame.

In 1540, Thomas Raynold, a physician, printed a translated treatise on

midwifery, called " The Byrth of Mankynde," illustrated by small

engraved diagrams, copied from woodcuts, and these were the earliest

copper-plates known in England. Who did them, or whether they were
done here or abroad, is not known. Five years later, however, Thomas
Geminus, a versatile Flemish surgeon attached to the household of

Henry VIII., inscribed his name as the first on the record of English

engraving on copper, for he introduced the practice into this country,
as well as printing the plates from a rolling press. His first essay was
with copies of the anatomical plates of the famous Andreas Vesalius,

which he piratically published in London with a highly decorative

frontispiece of borrowed design. Later, he attempted portraiture in an

amateurish way, and his rather crude prints of Queen Elizabeth in her first

year of sovereignty and shortly afterwards, are extant, though extremely
rare, but their interest as engravings is purely historic.

We next find John Shute,
"
paynter and architecte," in 1563, engraving

copper-plates for his book,
" The First and Chief Groundes of Archi-

tecture." Then Archbishop Matthew Parker, perceiving the value of

the art when preparing his famous Bishops' Bible of 1568, employed
engravers, as well as

"
limners, writers, and bookbinders," in the busy

company at his palace of Lambeth. Among these engravers were the

Englishmen Humfray Cole and Richard Lyne, but the most important
were the Flemish brothers Francis and Remigius Hogenberg, who
embellished the Bible with portraits of Elizabeth, Leicester, and Burghley,
and answered to the extending demand for topographical engravings with

maps and prints of architectural interest.

It is characteristic of our national temperament that the primary use of
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the engraver's art should have been to spread knowledge and wonder
rather than picturesque beauty. As the spirit of the times, those
"
spacious times of great Elizabeth," was venting itself in adventure and

discovery, so maps and charts and travellers' tales became more and more
in popular request. Men would go forth over perilous seas into the

unknown lands, and come back with wonderful knowledge and still more
wonderful fables ; then, with a stimulating imagination, they would
write their records of experience and impression, chart the seas and map
out the lands, and give their drawings to the engravers to perpetuate

upon the copper, with such decorative embellishments as their pictorial
fancies suggested. As one looks, in Hakluyt's

"
Voyages,"

"
Purchas, his

Pilgrimage," Linschoten's "
Voyages,"

" The Mariner's Mirrour,"
Smith's "

Virginia," and other travel books of the period, at those early

maps their seas dotted with English ships proportionately large almost

as England itself, and monstrous dolphins and sea-serpents disputing their

right to rule the waves one can realise what an important part those

map-engravers played in inspiring the Elizabethan and Jacobean
Englishman with imperial ideas and golden dreams.

Then, too, he was beginning, like Mr. Kipling with his motor, to
" discover England," and here also the engravers did monumental service.

How much less should we know of our country in those days even
with Harrison's indispensable

"
Description

"
in Holinshed's " Chronicle

"

without Christopher Saxton's maps of England, patriotically exploited

by Thomas Seckford, M.P. for Ipswich, and Master of Requests, and

engraved principally by Augustine Ryther, of Leeds, and Remigius
Hogenberg. To Ryther, whose dignified frontispiece, representing Queen
Elizabeth enthroned as patroness of Geography and Astronomy, repro-
duced on page 113, we owe the best engraved map of Elizabethan

England, dated 1579, besides, among other things, a series of ten plates

showing the Spanish Armada sailing along our coasts to its destruction.

Jacobean England reveals itself in the maps engraved by William Hole and
William Kip for the 1 607 edition of Camden's "

Britannia," and, still more

vividly, in that sumptuous book, of four years later date, John Speed's" Theatre of the Empire of Great Britain." In that fascinating and com-

prehensive series of maps, drawn, or "
performed

"
as he phrased it by

Speed himself, the celebrated engraver Jodocus Hondius (Joos de Hondt)
found ample scope for his skill and invention. He invested all his maps
with copious pictorial interest, beyond the customary battles, ships and
sea-monsters. In ornamental "

compartments," or cartouches, he intro-

duced bird's-eye views of the principal towns, portraits of princes,
heraldic devices, or historic episodes, while his maps of England and
Ireland give us valuable records of costume, showing the people in their

habits as they lived according to their classes. Like Hondius, driven

from his native Flanders to London by religious persecution an ill

wind that blew good to the arts in England the accomplished Theodore
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De Bry, of Liege, exercised an important influence on English engraving,

although his finest maps those illustrating Hakluyt's
"
Voyages

"
were

done after he had returned to his own country. No maps, however,
were better engraved or more individual in decorative embellishment
than those of Benjamin Wright, whose Canada or as it was then called,

New France with an inset picture of whale-fishing, is given on page 114
as a characteristic example of the geographic engraving of the period.
It was, however, through decorative portraiture and the elaborately ornate

title-page that copper-plate engraving found its slow development in this

country. Pictorial art was little understood
; indeed, the untravelled

Englishman had very few opportunities of seeing good pictures. But
the goldsmiths wrought artistically, and were much valued, their intricate

ornamental designs being borrowed by the early engravers, some of

whom, in fact, had worked as goldsmiths. For the most part, however,
these used for the decoration of their prints those conventional hotch-

potches of scroll or strap work, blended with semi-nude human figures

growing out of floral or architectural fantasies, which satisfied the

indifferent taste of the day.
William Rogers, the first really important engraver of English birth,

undoubtedly practised the goldsmith's craft before he began to work upon
the copper, and his earliest known copper-plate, dated 1589, the "Eliza

Triumphans
"

(facing page 107), shows in its ornamentation a masterly
treatment of the patterns familiar to the contemporary London gold-
smiths. Whether in his portraiture, pictorial title-pages, or maps,

Rogers's line was always firm and incisive, his handling of his subjects

accomplished and individual, and assuredly he influenced, if he was not

directly the master of, the pioneer group of English portrait engravers.
Until the " Eliza Triumphans," which, of course, celebrated the Armada

victory, there had been no engraved portrait of Elizabeth so distinguished.
The later presentment known as the " Rosa Electa

"
was still more

decorative, while in a regal picturing of her maiden majesty standing in

the throne room, extravagantly attired in all her starched monstrosity of

queenly fashion, Rogers achieved not only his masterpiece, but the most

important engraving of the period. In the shading of the queen's face,

by the way, this remarkable plate gives us the first example of stippling
to be found on an English print ;

a noteworthy fact, since stipple-

engraving, or the dotted manner, was not introduced as a separate branch
of the art for another hundred and

fifty years.
Until the reign of James I. there seems to have been little demand for

portrait prints other than those of Elizabeth, with the exception of such

prominent noblemen as Burleigh, Essex, Nottingham, and the redoubtable

George Clifford, Earl of Cumberland (facing page 108). Rogers engraved
them all

; evidently he drew them from life, and the last-named three were
the subjects also of Thomas Cockson's most notable prints.

" Admirals all"

he pictured them, according to the convention of the day, on prancing
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horses, riding away from the sea-fights, duly labelled, which won them

their loudest fame. Cockson was a far less accomplished engraver than

Rogers, but, as he engraved for that "
saucy poet

"
Sir John Harington's

translation of "Orlando Furioso," in 1591, the first of the ornate title-

pages introducing authors' portraits amid fantastic allegorical designs,

which became so notable a feature of seventeenth century book publi-

cation, his name is one of the early landmarks in the chronicle of English

engraving. He worked until 1636.

Although Renold Elstrack, a Londoner born of Flemish parents, and a

pupil of Rogers, began engraving in 1598, his principal work was done

in James I.'s reign, when the increasing demand for the royal, noble or

scandalous persons of the day kept his graver continuously but inartistically

busy. The accompanying betrothal group of Princess Elizabeth and

the Elector Palatine Frederick (page 115) is a characteristic example of

Elstrack's stiff, precise and unimaginative manner. That his work was in

high favour with the booksellers is proved by his title-pages to King
James's works and Raleigh's

"
History of the World," as well as his

association with Compton Holland's "
Baziliwlogia," a collection of

small royal portraits in oval ornamental borders of an arbitrary pattern,
introduced by Simon Van de Passe, a type of print which remained

monotonously in fashion for many a year.
A more interesting personality was William Hole, and a more dainty
and refined engraver, who, besides maps for Raleigh and Camden,
did title-pages for such poets as Ben Jonson, Drayton, Chapman and

Wither, and, in 1611, with the " Parthenia
"

a collection of virginal
music by Byrd, John Bull and Orlando Gibbons introduced engraved

plates for the printing of music in place of movable type an experi-
ment of lasting importance, which had been tried once only, seven years

earlier, in Rome. Hole's portraits were notable, but the extremely rare

Charles I. (page 117), engraved first as Prince of Wales, and altered at

his accession, is interesting as much for the accessories as for the pre-
sentment of the King. Yet a more engaging pictorial sense than we

generally find in these early English engravings is shown by the betrothal

group of Charles and his Henrietta, with attendant angels, engraved by
Francis Delaram, a Fleming, who was working in London between 1615
and 1627. He favoured fantastic arrangements of singing Cherubs for

the decoration of his prints, but his male portraits were strong with a

grasp of character, although when he essayed the Court beauties he was
far from justifying their reputation.
The coming to England of Simon Van de Passe brought fresh influences

the influences of finer technique and a more subtle sense of shadow
into the English engraving of the period. A son the youngest of

the famous Crispin Van de Passe of Utrecht, Simon is perhaps the best

known, for, from the time he settled here in 1615 until he went to

Copenhagen in 1622, his skilful graver was never idle, whether on the
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copper-plate or gold, silver or pewter plaques picturing the celebrities

of the day, from the King on his throne and the Queen on her horse

(facing page 110) to the Indian Princess Mataoka (Pocahontas) in

farthingale and pork-pie hat. Having introduced the "
Baziliwlogia

"

form of print, as we have seen, he presumably recommended the same

pattern for Compton Holland's next venture, with which the Van de

Passe family was closely identified. This was the "
Herowlogia Anglica,"

a series of portraits of noble and distinguished Englishmen, engraved by
William and Magdalene Van de Passe from sketches supplied by Simon,
while old Crispin, the father, seems to have financed the undertaking.
William Van de Passe took his brother's place in London, when Simon
became the King of Denmark's official engraver, and, until his death in

1637, he carried on his family traditions through the fine shades of his

own manner, engraving many portraits of historic interest. Some of

these are characteristic examples of the curious economical practice, then

obtaining, of altering plates to meet the popular demand of the moment,

using the same figure with a different head. Even his masterpiece, the

Duke of Buckingham on horseback, was altered, after Buckingham's
murder, to represent the King's later favourite, the Marquis of Hamilton.
William Van de Passe made use too of the gruesomely quaint device of

notifying that persons were dead by placing skulls under their hands or

elbows as may be seen in the group of King James and his family,

reproduced on page 116, a plate that was brought up to date more than

once as the happenings of birth, death, or marriage required.
The Van de Passe brothers had pupils, and the most important of these

was John Payne, a native engraver of decided merit and individuality,

who, if he had not unfortunately dissipated his talents, and neglected his

opportunities even the patronage of the art-loving King Charles might
have raised engraving in England to a much higher artistic level

;
for

the right influences were at hand. Painters such as Cornelius Janssen,
Daniel Mytens, Rubens, and, above all, Vandyck, were here to inspire
the engravers and awaken them to the richer pictorial possibilities of

their art. In the earlier years of Charles' reign, too, Robert Van Voerst

and Lucas Vosterman, two very fine Flemish engravers, were in London,

producing copper-plates of an artistic quality far beyond anything that

had yet been accomplished in this country. Payne's best work, notably in

some of his portraits of preachers and orators, individual as it is, reflects

these influences, as well as those that came from studying the works of

Claude Mellan, Delff and Callot. Perhaps the best known of his prints
is the large double plate of the great warship,

"
Sovereign of the Seas

"

(facing page 112), the first three-decker in our navy, dated 1637.
Martin Droeshout's only claim to distinction is the lucky chance that

allowed him to engrave his familiar portrait of Shakespeare for the First

Folio of the plays, yet his name is more widely known, perhaps, than

that of any other English or anglicised engraver of the period (Droeshout
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was born in London of Flemish parents). Not much more skilful, yet a

most prolific and industrious craftsman he was scarcely an artist

William Marshall is also distinguished mainly by the association of his

engravings with the writings of immortals. To not a few books of

enduring fame he furnished title-pages or frontispieces after the pictorial
fashion of the time. The "Cyropasdia" title-page (page 118), however,
shows Marshall to greater advantage. Of his innumerable portraits, per-

haps the best were John Donne as a young man, and Sir Thomas Fairfax

on a prancing horse, but Marshall's best had little artistic distinction.

Of Vaughan, Cross, and Cecil, although their prints were numerous, it

is unnecessary to speak. They were merely booksellers' hacks, who
remained quite outside the artistic influences of the day. These

influences, however, were active in the work of John Payne's two most

gifted pupils, George Glover and William Faithorne. Glover did a few

masterly prints, such as the fine Sir Edward Dering, after Janssen, and

John Pym, after Bower, but preferably he is represented here as an original
artist in the lively sketch advi'vum of Sir Thomas Urquhart (page 1 18),
the versatile, eccentric cavalier, and first translator of Rabelais.

As to Faithorne, who became the greatest English engraver of the

seventeenth century, the Prince Rupert after Vandyck, an example of

his earlier and simpler period, is given (page 119), which alone comes
within the time-range of this article. It was done evidently just before

Faithorne left London in 1643, with Wenceslaus Hollar and their

employer, Robert Peake afterwards Colonel Sir Robert the Holborn

printseller, to fight for the King's cause, and bear his part bravely in

the famous siege of Basing House. While prisoner of war, after the

siege, he resumed his engraving, and did fine things even in prison,
such as the General Fairfax ; but the episode of his soldiering was
the turning point in Faithorne's career. It led to his going to Paris,

studying with Nanteuil, and returning to London in 1650, the ac-

knowledged master, in whose hands the classic and beautiful art ot

line-engraving, with its amplest resources of cross-hatching and light
and shadow subtly expressed in a single line, had nothing to fear when,
a little later, its supremacy was challenged by the newly invented and

charmingly facile method of mezzotint. But that is another story,

beyond our present time-boundary, which, however, is marked by the

etched line of Hollar's first stay in England, as well as the graven line

of Faithorne's pre-Paris period. No copper-plates of the time have
more enduring interest than those earlier London etchings by the famous
Bohemian engraver. Of these, not the least interesting is the accom-

panying view of Gresham's Royal Exchange (page 1 20) in the full tide

of business, etched in 1644, while Hollar also was a prisoner of war
after the Basing House siege. No vicissitudes of fortune dulled the

patient Hollar's eye to the picturesqueness of London, and happily his

etching needle was tireless as it was accomplished.
MALCOLM C. SALAMAN.
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MAGNA MUNTORTS ORBIS

'CHARLES I." FROM THE ENGRAVING BY WILLIAM HOLE (1625)
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L'Art en Angleterre
AUX TEMPS D'ELISABETH ET DES STUARTS
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Introduction

La periods d'art domestique qui fait 1'objet de cctte

notice presente un interet particulier, car elle est une

epoque de transition. Les vieilles coutumes, les vicilles

idees se transforment : le gout de 1"Anglais pour le con-

fort se developpe et se manifesto dans le home . On

peut dire en effet qu'avant la fin du xv c siccle et plus

tard encore, le confort au sens moderne n'existait abso-

lument pas. Ainsi, les fenetres a vitres, en raison du prix

elevedu verre,etaientun luxe relativement rare: les cham-

bres n'avaienthabituellement pasde cofFre ni de chemi-

nees, la fumee se repandait dans !a piece et s'echap-

pait par les fenetres ou par 1'ouverture du toit, les

planchers n'avaient pas de tapis; la plupart du temps,

ils etaient recouverts de paille trop rarement renou-

velee : en somme 1'hygiene etait mediocre et fort ele-

mentaire.

Les causes qui amenerent un changement radical

sont diverses. La suppression des convents sous

Henri VIII, la secularisation des ordres religieux vers

le milieu duxvi e
siecle, mirent soudainement de grandes

richesses aux mains des gens nouveaux, sans tradi-

tions, et prets a tenter des experiences et (les innova-

tions inconnues jusqu'alors en Angleterre. C 'etait aussi

1'epoque de ce grand mouvement d'art connu sous le

nom de Renaissance. Depuis un siecle deja il s'etait

repandu en Italie, il avail envahi toute 1'Europe occiden-

tale. Introduit en Angleterre au moment favorable il y

avait pris racine. Des constructions nouvelles avaient

ete faites en style dit classique, des edifices restaures

a la nouvelle mode, son adoption generale n'etait plus

qu'une question de temps. Toutefois le temperament
national anglais, conservateur et attache aux vieilles

coutumes retardait le mouvement. Beaucoup le voyaient

avec crainte et mecontentement.

C'est a ce moment qu'un certain Italien, nomme

Modena, qui avait fait le tombeau de Charles VIII a

Saint-Denis traversa la Manche et sollicita d'etre

charge du monument d'Henry VII a Westminster, il

fut connu sous le nom de Pagenv. Le jour n'etait pas

encore venu oil le peuple anglais fatigue de son gothique

traditionnel allait songer a la remplacer par un style

etrangcr qui fournirait la transition attendue. Et, en

nombre de cas, l'ant;igonisme enlre ies deux elements

produisit un resultat plus infongru qu'harmonieux.

L'esprit de I'Humaiiisme litteraire n'eut pas de pro-

fondes attaches avec ce mouvement et ne fut pas si

favorable a la Renaissance qu'on 1'a dit. Car s'il en avait

ete ainsi, les Universites, boulevards des connaissances

dans le Royaiime, auraicnt etc les premieres a adopter

le mouvement et leurs edifices en auraient porte les

ir.arques. Or, a en juger par ce que nous voyons, c'est

le contraire. Dans 1'academique Oxford, le gothique

modi lie, arrange sans doute, mais toujours vivant per-

sista le plus longtemps

Ainsi, en 1640, trois cents ans apres la premiere appa-

rition de la voute en eventail des cloitres de Glou-

cester un architecte inconnu de Londres construi-

sait la magnifique entree du hall de Christ Church et,

si les documents certains n'existaient pas, personne ne

lui assignerait une date si recente. Les chapelles

de Wadham et de Jesus College out des fenetres

(1612 et 1636) qui. sont tout aussi etonnantes pour leur

epoque.

C'est surtout les demeures des nouveaux enrichis,

des personnages de la cour qui furent les premieres

construites au dernier gout d'outre-mer. Kirby Hall

(p. 55) bati en 1570-1575, restaure en 1638-1640, et

maintenant presque en mines conserve encore quelque

chose de 1'ancien caractere d'autrefois quand il appar-

tenait au favori d'Elisabeth, le Lord Chancelier Sir

Christophe Hatton. On peut 1 'examiner comme un

type du manoir elegant d'un homme de cour de

1'epoque : satif dans ses fenetres carrees et ses me-

neaux de style anglais, la construction est d'inspiration

etrangere. En parfait contraste avec Kirby se dresse

La Loge i Rushton bade entre 1575 et 1605 qui est

de la vieille ecole. Si Kirby fait parade de sa culture

classique, Rushton Lodge est un manifesto de 1'attache-

mcnt de sir Thomas Tresham a 1'ordre ancien. Francis,

fils de sir Thomas, desespere de la persecution dont son
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pere avait etela victime etdu discredit dans lequel etait

tombe son nom, fit partie de la Conspiration des Pou-

dres et passe aux yeux de beaucoup pour avoir livre

le terrible secret au dernier moment.

Resumons-nous. Peu a pen et comme imperceptible-

ment, le changement s'etait produit. Pour la plupart

des constructions privees il n'y eut point de revolution

soudaineni violente. Selon toute apparence les change-

ments se firent avec grande reserve, le vieux gothique

avec ses creneaux, ses arceaux a quatre centres, ses

meneaux continua ;i etre en usage longtemps apres

1'introduction des formes de la Kenaissance dans les

porches et les cheminees, indices importants mais non

essentiels de 1'ensemble. Ajoutes superficiels, pour

ainsi dire, ils n'affectaient pas la construction elle-meme

et s'appuyer la-dessus serait donner une appreciation

incomplete de 1'art de cette epoque. Ce qui lentement

mais surement mina et detruisit 1'ancienne architecture

ce fut 1'emplacement nouveau choisi pour une cons-

truction. La caracteristique du type Renaissance c'est,

en un mot, 1'artificiel. Elle se base et s'eleve sur une

fondation conventionnglle etablie en vue d'une syme-
trie exterieure. Le facteur determinant est 1'exigence

pratique. Pour cela le plan est d'abord simple, les addi-

tions, les .changements sont fails de temps a autre sui-

vant les besoins ou la mode.

Le resultat, s'ilest irregulier, est toujours pittoresque

et peut-etrc meme en raison de 1'irregularite. Puis

voici que surgit un nouvel ideal, mathematique de cor-

recte uniformite qui n'admet plus ni diversite, ni spon-

taneite. A cette nouvelle mode tyrannique tout est

sacrifie : un pignon a 1'une des extremites de la cons-

truction devra avoir son exacte contrepartie a 1'autre

extremite; une baie, une aile qui s'avance en un point

quelconque de 1'edifice devra etre balancee au point

correspondant sans qu'on s'occupe un instant des exi-

gences ou des convenances de I'interieur. Si cela ne

nous frappe pas aujourd'hui, c'est que les generations

qui suivirent, secouant les traditions de leurs ancetres,

ne se sont pas fait scrupule de detruire, a 1'occasion,

telle deces constructions d'Elisabeth ou de Jacques!" ou

de les modifier. Et cependant il reste encore de nom-
breux exemples d'edifices qui n'ont pas ete touches et

qui viennent a 1'appui de ce que nous venons de dire.

Voyez, parexemple, Chastleton (p. 41), 1'entree a ete

dissimulee avec intention dans un coin et on n'a memo

pas permis a un porche de rompre la rigide symetrie
des parties.

La fiujade de Bramshill (p. 43), celle de Wooton

Lodge (p. 54) sont encore plus uniformes. Cette der-

niere est sans doute plus recente que les deux autres ;

elle annonce, dans son plan general, la boite carree de

1'epoque des Georges.

Souvent cette symetrie artificielle poussee si loin est

la preuve d'une construction plus recente. La facade

sur la rue de Wadham College avec sa couronne de

creneaux, si soigneusement imitee dans ses details des

types originaux du style Perpendiculaire, se trahirait

elle-meme si nous ne connaissions pas exactement son

origine Jacobite. L'ensemble est trop bien balance pour

une construction du moyen age. Sa tour aux fenetres

ogivales, bien placee au milieu, flanquee de trois

fenetres semblables de chaque cote et les deux baies

pareillement a chaque extremite. Et encore le cote Est

du rectangle d'Oriel College, construit en 1637 et 1640,

Carolo regnante, comme le dit une vieille inscription,

est tellement symetrique que pour balancer la lanterne

au-dessus du hall de gauche, on a etabli, sans aucune

necessite, une autre lanterne a la partie correspondante

de 1'ensemble ou sont la laiterie, la cuisine et la cha-

pelle. L'entree de la chapelle est dissimulee par une

ogive traitee sur le modele de la lanterne du hall a

1'autre extremite. Ces deux exemples de Wadham et

d'Oriel College ou les formes traditionnelles sont con-

servees alors que 1'esprit de la Renaissance domine le

plan principal, ont ete les precurseurs de cette phase

toute proche ou le gothique etait definitivement rejete

et le nouveau classique sur le point d'etre accepte sans

regret.

Done il est indispensable pour bien apprecier 1'archi-

tecture des xvr* et xvn" siecles de tenir compte de tous

les courants divers et des influences contradictoires du

temps. Car s'il n'y eut pas de continuite, il n'y eut pas

davantage de developpement uniforme et continu.

II y eut des innovations, il y eut des oppositions. On

adopta d'abord et pourquelque temps certaines reclames

italiennes, ou plutot une version de ces reclames repe-

tee avec un fort accent francais ou allemand. Mais de

meme que 1'adoption d'une ou deux phrases ne trans-

forme pas une langue maternelle, 1'adjonction superfi-

cielle d'un ou de tous les cinq ordres n'empecha pas

{'architecture coin-ante do 1'Angleterre de demeurer au

fond anglaise. Sans doute elle serait restee anglaise en

depit des cinq ordres, s'il n'y avait eu que cela. Mais

un ennemi d'autant plus insidieux que ses projets etaient

moins entrevus, qui portait le masque du gothique jus-

qu'au jour oil, il pourrait le rejeter comme inutile,

c'etait la nouvelle methode de tracer un plan d'une

symetrie mecanique. Et cela, transformant 1'architec-

ture de fond en comble, en arrivaa lui faire perdre tout

son caractere.

Cependant, 1'instinct de notre race, avec son aver-

sion pour le changement, s'attacha aux vieilles formes

d'expression et cela continua alors que la substance ayant

etechangeeradhesionetaitdevenueillogique. End'autres

termes, les constructions concues et dessinees a la ma-

niere de la Renaissance, garderent pendant quelque

temps les traits et les signes du gothique. Cette ano*



aux temps d'Elisabeth et des Stuarts

malie ne pouvait pas toujours durer. A la fin, le mouve-

ment nouveau prevalut & ce point que les derniers restes

du gothique disparurent comme avail deja disparu son

esprit. Et meme alors, parmi les bons ouvriers du pays

1'esprit gothique survecut longtemps, il cut la vie dure ;

ons'enrendcompte en etudiantl'architecture desfermes

et cottages dans les districts eloignes, et les metiers

simples et de tradition comme ceux des ebenistes, des

platriers et des forgerons. Par la tradition orale le char-

pentier de village et le forgeron continuaient les me-

thodes de leurs peres et de leurs grands peres et pro-

duisaient des ceuvres sans ideede style, mais assez libres

pour exprimer la fantaisie de Touvrier, 1'orgueil et le

plaisir qu'il en eprouvait et ces ceuvres etaient aussi

vraiment gothiques dans leur essence qu'aucun produit

du moyen age.

Exterieurs

La plupart des vieilles maisons qui subsistent encore

appartiennent au type des maisons en bois ou, pour

parler plus exactement, a cadres de bois. Ces maisons

bien que baties sur lememe principe offrent une variete

infinie de details.

On ne pourrait pas signaler de difference essentielle,

entre les constructions en bois anterieures a 1'epoque

d'Elisabeth et celles qui precederent immediatement

la disparition de ce genre. Pour toutes, le mode tradi-

tionnel de construction fut le meme : tout d'abord une

assise basse en pierre oubrique,assez elevee cependant

pour mettre la boiserie a 1'abri de 1'humidite ; on

placait horizontalement une poutre carree pour former

la base sur laquelle on dressait a mortaise des quartiers

droits ou montants qui constituaient le cadre des murs.

Ces montants etaient eux-memes reunis a mortaises

avec une grosse poutre horizontale formant la partie

superieure. Chaque joint etait tenu solidement par des

chevilles en bois coupees au ras de la poutre et quelque-

fois (V. p. n) en saillie sur elle, mode d'assemblage
tres superieur aux clous ou ecrous en fer qui rouillent

et mangent le bois.

Une des pieces principales de la construction en bois

est le poteau-cornier dresse a chacun de ses angles.

Plus solide que les autres poutres le poteau-cornier

etait taille dans le tronc d'un arbre, la partie la plus

grosse en 1'air pour servir, le cas echeant, d'appui et

d'eperon a 1'etage superieur. Les extremites des solives

du premier etage etaient parlbis garanties centre les

intemperies par un revetement en bois. Elles reposaient

sur la table de mur et formaient une avancee d'environ

un pied. Ces solives supportaient les traverses, base de

la construction en bois, elles etaient la repetition du

rez-de-chaussee. Quand la maison avait des etages en

avancee sur deux cdtes on employait un systeme parti-

culier pour fixer le plancher du premier etage. Les

solives qui se projetaient hors du mur devant avoir

une apparence uniforme, on ne pouvait pas songer a les

placer 1'une sur 1'autre, ce qui aurait donnci deux niveaux

differents; pour conserver le meme niveau il aurait fallu

les emboiter 1'une dans 1'autre au detriment de la soli-

dite ; on trouva un moyen ingenieux de surmonter la

difficulte en disposant une grosse poutre en diagonale

sur le poteau-cornier qui recut 1'extremite interieurc

des solives, lesquelles s'appuyerent sur lui de chaque

cote a un angle de 45. De cette fagon, les extremites

exterieures destinees a soutenir 1'avancee de 1'etage

superieur etaient au meme plan des deux cotes. On en

trouve des exemples, a partir du bas-gothique, pendant

toute la periode des constructions en bois.

La construction des etages en surplomb fort pitto-

resque avait aussi une utilite pratique. A 1'epoque oil

1'on construisait en bois, les cheneaux et les gouttieres

n'etaient pas inventes. Un etage en surplomb, un toit

en avancee, devaient proteger la maison de la chute

des pluies qui auraient glisse le long des murs et clete-

riore la base de la construction. Ce qui le prouve c'est

que dans les constructions ou 1'on employait la claie

entre les interstices du bois, les avancees sontsans dan-

ger, quand au contraire les cadres etaient remplis en

briques le poids de 1'avancee devenait trop lourd pour

les solives, meme avec des eperons de renfort. Aussi

les maisons en bois avec briques sont-elles en aplomb

du sol au toit au lieu d'avoir un etage en avancee. Tou-

tefois 1'avantage de cette derniere disposition etait tel

que 1'on trouve de vieilles maisons dans le Worcester-

shire dont les murs sont garnis d'abat-vent en planches

ou en Uiiles, a la tbis pittoresques et pratiques pour

garantir de la pkiie.

Contre rhumidite 'on employait aussi les garde-che-

vrons fixes sur les cotes inferieurs d'un pignon dans le

but de couvrir 1'extremite des poutres du toit. Dans les

maisons en bois de la periode gothique presque toutes

les parties exterieures y compris le poteau-cornier, la

traverse, les corniches et les consoles, sont decorees de

sculptures et de moulures, les quartiers verticaux sont

munis parfois de contre-boutants et de couronnements

empruntes aux sculptures sur pierre de 1'epoque ;
mais

dans les maisons des epoques d'Elisabeth et de Jacques,

les sculptures n'apparaissent que sur les supports, les

chevrons et les portes. Les motifs gothiques ne se voient

plus exclusivement; ils se melent tres nettement ad'au-

tres de la Renaissance. Ainsi le motif en ondulations

du gothique avec son reseau ajouret sonfeuillage con-

ventionnel en creuxet renflement alternes se rencontre

cote a cote avec un bord dentele, dit en ongle de pouce,

parfois tineguillochure sculptee sur lesommet. Laporte

restera dans la vieille tradition des Tudors avec 1'ar-

ceau ;
les consoles sous les fenetres, 1'etage en avancee
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seront ornes de volutes, etsculptesavec des monstres ou

des grotesques. De fait, c'est surtout les consoles qui

ont pris comme forme et comme ornement le type de

la Renaissance. Pour le reste la construction tend a

devenir de moins en moins organique dans sa decora-

tion.

Ainsi dans les plus anciennes constructions, les sup-

ports sortaient de chapiteaux gothiques, qui, a leur tour,

formaient le couronnement des poutres descendant

jusqu'a la base, de telle sorte que la construction sem-

blait s'etayer sur le sol meme centre le poids et la

poussee de 1'etage superieur. Dans la construction pos-

terieure au gothique les consoles ne sont plus soutenues

en dessous
;
elles font une brusque saillie sur la facade

et semblent fatiguees d'avoir a supporter le poids de la

masse. Parmi les vicissitudes de la construction il faut

citer aussi la colonne classique introduite parfois dans

les porches en bois de 1'epoque renaissance. Sans doute

les constructions en bois du temps d'Jilisabeth ne sup-

portent pas 1'examen du puriste. Et cependant 1' execu-

tion en fut si ingenieuse, si fidele inconsciemment au

gothique et, par tradition, si simple et si naturelle et

sans concession a la mode du moment qu'elle possede

un charme irresistible et tres particulier.

Souvent.aujourd'hui les bois de la facade sont enduits

de goudron ou de creosote et leur contraste avec les

parties reconvenes de platrc donne un aspect de blanc

ct noir et comme zebre. Autrefois on laissait au bois sa

couleur naturelle ; or, le chene a 1'etat n;iturel prend avec

le temps des tons exquis de vieux gris que rehaussent

encore les rides de la surface produites par la deterio-

ration des fibres les plus delicates et les plus tendres

du bois.

Un mot maintenent sur 1'liistoire des constructions

en bois. On a dit que les plus anciennes etaient celles

oil les panneaux etaient rapproches les uns des autres

et donnaicnt 1'apparence de rayures : c'etait 1'usage

a unc epoque ou le bois etait facilement a la disposition

du constructeur. Plus tard, lorsque les poutres devin-

rent plus rares par le deboisement et la transformation

des forets en champs de culture, par 1'emploi du bois

pour lechauflfage etl'industrie, on voulut faire des econo-

mies, !e constructeur dressa ses poutres a part, le cadre

prit 1'apparence de carres ouvertsobtenus par un aisse-

lier en diagonale d'un coin a 1'autre. Et Ton eut alors

(v. p. 13 et 19) une sorte de losange a cote concave

ou encore le dessin plus complique de la p. 27.

C'est la une vague indication mais rien de plus, une

theorie qui ne supporte pastoujours 1'examen dans tel

ou tel cas particulier. En fait, telle ou telle methode

est surtout une affaire d'usage local et de circonstance.

Dans bien des endroits 1'emploi de la rayure subsista

aussi longtemps que la construction en bois. Dans

d'autres, il ne fut jamais pratique. D'autre part on
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pourrait supposer que par le judicieux emploi des pou-

tres, et par le type des supports, les Chequers (p. 17)

appartiennent a une epoque avancee de. construction

et cependant le franc gothique des croissants prouve

bien que 1'edifice date du milieu du xvi e siecle. Done

aucune regie pour les rayures et les supports, on les

trouve sur la meme construction (v. p. 15) datant de

1587. Tout au pluspeut-on dire que les supports sont

venus apres les rayures.

La maison reproduite en regard de la p. 20 avec son

pignon (p. 20) comme aussi celle de la p. 10 sont pure-

ment gothiques sans rien de la Renaissance. La seconde

appartient tres probablement au premier quart du

xvi siecle. Le pignon de la p. 20 par les ornements

dont il est decore pourrait 6tre attribue a une date plus

ancienne, peut-etre au regne de Richard III.

La maison de la page 22 appelee le Palais du Due de

S'-Albans fut construite par George Robert, un riche

marchand qui 1'habita, et y mourut en 1556. Peut-etre

est-elle anterieure a Elisabeth. Si elle n'apasaujourd'hui

1'aspect ancien, cela tient a ce qu'elle a ete brutalemeut

restauree. Telle qu'elle etait, il y a trente ans, a en

juger par une esquisse de 1880, clle consistait en un

simple parallelogramme irregulier avec pignon du cote

nord, mais pas a la fa?ade ;
les pignons et les chassis

donnant sur la fa?ade de la rue sont des additipns mo-

dcrnes. La maison de la p. 23 a ete rtstauree, elle aussi,

mais elle se rapproche plus des -pcriodes d'Elisabeth ou

des Jacques.

Le manoirde la p. 25 est construit sur le plin d'un E

sans la barre du milieu. II comprend une ligne droite

de toits entre deux pignons, d'un dessin simple et reussi,

developpement de 1'ancien type du parallelogramme

avec toil pointu .

Little Moreton Hall n'a pas ete construit d'un seul

tenant. Certaines parties, et peut-etre la porte a dessus

ogival (p. n), doit dater des premieres annees du xvie
,

mais la confusion pittoresque des fenetres en ogive

dans uncoinde la cour (p. 27) etle porchedu c6te nord-

oucst (p. 26) out ete ajoutes apres coup comme le

prouve la date de 1559 gravee sur une des bases. Les

nombreux ornements sur bois, sculptes et creuses en

formes de panneaux qui sont appliques sur la facade de

la construction, sont speciauxaux districts del'Ouest et

du Nord- Quest. Le detail du porche (p. 26) avec son

poteau cornier, aux colonnettes multiples et ses avail -

cees qui se superposent, est extremement complique et

Ton ne lui assignerait jamais sa date tant le plan en

parait pen symetrique et 1'ornementation gothique.

Les pignons groupes de Cheney Court (Hors textc

p. 12) et de Porch House (p. 30) proviennent sans

doute de certaines modifications au plan original plus

rudimentaire. En tout cas le premier possede un garde-

chevrons d'un joli dessin gothique d'une tout autre exe-
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culion que celle de la partie principale de la maison

actuelle.

Mere Hall (p. 13) est une superbe construction gothi-

que, c'est le type de la maison en bois avec influence de

la Renaissance. L'entree primitive etait cachee sous une

petite ouverture dans un coin. Mais plus tard, dans

la derniere moitie du xvn1

siecle, une amelioration sous

forme d'un porche en saillie fut faite. Avec ses colonnes

en spirale comme des batons de sucre d'orge s'effilant

vers les chapiteaux, en forme de panache supportant un

entablement avec fronton brise, ce porche est parfaite-

mentvulgaire etindignede la belle facade qu'il defigure.

La date de 1337 gravee au milieu de la traverse est

1'ceuvre d'un ignorant ou d'un faussaire; elle est trop

manifestement absurde pour tromper personne. Proba-

blement on avait construit une maison sur cet empla-

cement au xiv' siecle, mais il est certain que le bail-

ment actuel est au moins de 200 ans posterieur.

On pourrait comparer ce porche a celui de Laveis-

tock (p. 29) moins pretentieux et moins degenere de

dessin. Les deux supports du devant tallies en balustres

amincis ayant pour pendants des silhouettes plus infor-

mes appliquees centre le mur comme des piliers prou-

vent que cette construction ne remonte pas au dela de

[a fin du regne de Jacques I
01

'.

Middle House (p. 19) porte la date de 1575. Les lignes

generates sont traditionnelleset anglaises, les details de

ses riches ornements ont le caractere tres net de la

Renaissance (v. p. i<S).

Le manoir de Great Tangley (H. t. 24) dont la fon-

dation date d'une epoque plus eloignee a ete un joli type

de la construction en bois du temps d'Elisabeth,

depuis 1582 jusqu'a la seconde moitie du xix c siecle. A
cette epoque on lui fit subir d'importants changements

qui en ont modifie completement 1'apparence ancienne.

Nous possedons de Rumwood Court un dessin de

Twopeny, date de 1822, avant la restauration de ledifice.

L'endroit ne presente plus le meme aspect. La maison a

ete refaite, agrandieau detriment des belles proportions

originales et son aspect est completement modifie; on ne

voit plus le superbe parterre de flours qui donnaittant

de charme au premier plan; il a ete remplace par un

emplacement de tennis. Certains details dessines par

Twopeny (p. 32) combinent le gothique traditionnel

avec les formes plus nouvelles de 1589, epoque de la

construction.

Le dessin de Pound's Bridge (H. t. 14), est en lui-

meme un precieux document qui montre ce qu'etait la

maison au milieu du xixe siecle. Entre 1847 et 1868 elle a

ete facheusement abimee. La porte si pittoresque et le

porche n'existent plus; toute la construction en bois du

rez de-chaussee, a 1'exception de I'embrasure des fene-

tres. a ete remplacee par un mur plein. La maison est

devenue une taverne
; elle etait autrefois un presbytere.

.Elle porte la date de 1593 et les initiates W. D. ; son

proprietaire, William Darknoll, 1'habita trois ans, il

mourut en 1586 et fut enterre dans 1'eglise de Penshurst

ou 1'on voit encore sa sepulture.

II existe pen de difference entre la maison en bois du

temps d'Elisabeth et celle des premiers Stuarts, comme

le montre Bexon dans le Kent, Twopeny nous a fait

voirce qu'etait cette maison en 1822 (H. 1.34).Depuis cette

epoque, elle n'a pas subi de changements et sauf les

plantes grimpantes qui se sont developpees elle est

telle que 1'artiste 1'a vue. C'est la maison ideale. En

automne les tons gris et creme du chene et du platre

apparaissent sous le rouge du chevrefeuille et conlras-

tent avec le ton rougeatredes tuiles et le feuillage des

arbres or et bronze pourenfaire un tableau d'un charme

inexprimable. Le linteau de la fenetre du pignon porte

la date de 1617, mais un bon tiers de la construction est

plus ancien. Le raccord de la partie ancienne avec la

nouvelle se remarque clans la convert lire du toil, dans

la difference de niveau des lignes horizontales d'un cote

et de 1'autre, dans la facon differente dont les poutres

sont (iquarries. On trouvera p. 35 des details d'ornement

qui accusent le changement de style architectural, saul

un garde-chevrons d'un gothique si pur qu'il doit dater

de la premiere construction et qu'il fut probablement

replace lors de la reconstruction de 1617.

La porte de la p. 34 pent etre comparee a relle de

la p. 9. Toutes deux montrent bien les vieilles methodes

de construction des portes. Celle de la p. 9 est faite

d'une serie de planches reunies entre elles a leur extre-

mite. Ces portes ont parfois des moulures, consistant

soil en enroulements soit en planches pleines chevau-

chant verticalement 1'une sur 1'autre. ce qui donne des

reliefs et des effets de parties ombrees et eclairees.

L'autre genre de porte (p. 34) est en planches unies

de bout en bout avec un filet de moulure qui recouvre

les joints. Les clous sont disposes en lignes horizontales

et parfois en dessins plus compliques. Le tout est ren-

force de planches transversales ou d'un cadre interieur.

La porte de Royton (p. 9) est la plus ancienne des deux,

elle a un loquet de bois comme on en faisait dans les

temps anciens. L'ouverture de la porte est bas-gothiqne,

c'est un arc a quatre angles avec cintre sculpte. Au-

dessus, de grosses moulures descendent jusqu'aux jam-

bages et reposent sur une base polygonale. La porte de

Bexon (p. 34) est plus ramassee, la pointe du sommet ne

se voit pas. Les motifs de decoration sont les memcs

sur une echelle plus reduite.

Banbury (H. t. 36) ne doit pas etre anterieure a 1630.

La partie basse en a ete tres abimee par 1'adjonclion

d'une facade de boutique moderne. L'entretoise est

remplacee par une lourde corniche renaissance, mais

1'arc a quatre angles s'y voit encore (p. 36), un detail du

garde-chevrons avec pendant au sommet du pignon
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montre qu'il ne reste rien de gothique. On voit aussi

la transformation du garde-chevrons, il est devenu un

simple motif decoupe trop mince et trop a jour pour

servir a proteger les extremites des poutres.

Les deux maisons de Chester (H. t. 28) montrent le

developpement de la corniche. L'aspect moyen age que

les guides donnent a la ville de Chester est un mythe.

On n'y trouverait pas un maisonqui remonte au deladu

milieu du xvn siecle et le cote pittoresque de certaines

d'entre ellcs disparalt rapidement sous les restaura-

tions.

On trouvera dans les illustrations quelques exemples

de fafades recouvertes de platre ou crepi. Citons entre

autres la taverne George a Salisbury (H. t. 40),

d'apresundessindeTwopeny de 1833. Les grands* bow-

windo\vs fontpenser aux anciens i'athAausd'A\\emagne.

La maisonde la p. 33 a une fafade en platre uni, brisee

par de grandes baies que supportent des consoles net-

tement renaissance. La facade de la maison de Pride

Hill (H. t. 16) est en platre avec motifs de decoration

dont on trouvera un specimen p. 37. Le garde-chevrons

de cette maison et son rattachement avec le pendant
est curieusement decoupe (v. p. 37).

La vue de Marl House par Twopeny (H. t. 42) a

ete dessinee dans la premiere moitie du xix e siecle.

On y voit une ornementation en platre sur la surface

triangulaire du pignon. Le pignon du porche indique la

date de 1619.

Une grande simplicite dans la decoration en platre,

un grand effet decoratif, voila ce que 1'on observe dans

ces differents types. Le crepissage a ete employe en

Angleterre au xvne siecle seulement, on peut en signa-

ler des applications a Newport, a Lavenham et a Clare.

Bishop Sparrow , Ipswich ( H. t. 44) montre les de-

veloppements qu'on lui adonnes plus tard, L'architrave

qui se projette au-dessus du premier etage, la disposition

en forme de pilastres des poutres vertieales d'encadre-

ment qui vont du premier etage au rez-de-chaussee

avec les motifs d'ornementation, amours et autres, em-

pruntes au paganisme classique, prouvent que malgre la

date de 1567 inscrite sur quelques panneaux de 1'inte-

rieur, la facade exterieure a du etre refaiteplus tard et

probablement vers la fin du xvn e siecle.

Avant de passer aux constructions en pierre il con-

vient de faire remarquer I'influence des conditions geo-

logiques sur les materiaux employes et aussi sur le

type lui-meme. 11 va sans dire que les constructions en
materiaux de la localite ont bien plus de charme que
celles qui sont faites avec des materiaux importes ; si

beaux et si couteux qu'ils soient, ils ne peuvent jamais
s'harmoniser avec le voisinage.

Les constructions en pierre ne se sont pas develop-
pees simultanement et de la meme fa?on dans les diffe-

rentes partiesde 1'Angleterre. Hardwick Hall (p. 38 et 39)
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contraste avec la plupart des constructions de la meme

epoque et meme avec les maisons Jacobites, a ce point

qu'on pourrait le croire bati de 25 ou 30 ans plus t6t.

Plusieurs parties de 1'edifice sont datees 1588, 1597,

1599. II n'est pas construit dans le style traditionnel de

Chastleton House ( p. 41) 1603-1614.

L'absence de pignons et de chambranles se remarque
dans la facade d'Hardwick

;
les differents etages sont

soulignes par des cordons. La colonnade introduit un

element plus grec qu'italien, mais le cote le plus carac-

teristique est le developpement inusite des fenetres

Cela tient-il a 1'abaissement dans le prix du verre ou

plus vraisemblablement a 1'ostentation de la proprie-

taire, cette comtesse de Shrewsbury, connue sous

le nom de Bess d'Hardwick ? Notons encore un trait

commun a certaines constructions Jacobites (v. p. 43 et

hors texte 48) ;
le toit surbaisse et cache derriere des

murs horizontaux a parapets. Ce que le cote esthetique

y perd se voit en comparant Hardwick et Wooton

Lodge (p. 54), avec des edifices a pignons comme Bil-

bury Court (p. 45), Ablington Manor (p. 46), Berwick

S' Leonard (p. 47) et Cote House (p. 49). Ce n'est plus

la seule irregularite qui rend ces constructions si pitto-

resques, 1'elancement des toils y est pour beaucoup et

1'on se rend compte de ce qu'elles seraient si Ton sup-

primait leurs pignons et si Ton entourait leur toit d'un

mur horizontal uniforme.

Nombre d'edifices de cette periode, Snitterton Hall

(p. 50) et ceux que nous venons de citer, pourraient

passer pour des constructions du bas-gothique datant

au plus du premier quart du xvi siecle, mais le gout

classique du moment est en evidence dans les portes et

les porches. On peut en dire autant de Water Eaton Ma-

nor (p. 51) qui date de 1585 et qui fut la propriete de

['eminent architecte Bodley, mort en 1907.

Les details d'ornements de ces constructions sont

admirables de simplicite et de gout, mais dans une

partie de la facade qu'on nomine les parapets, les cons-

tructeurs du temps d'Elizabeth se donnerent beaucoup
de liberte. L'histoire du parapet remonte a 400 ans en

arriere, au temps du Roi Etienne. A la fin de la der-

nicre guerre d'usurpation le pays s'etait herisse de for-

tifications, tout baron, se soulevait et menacait ses

voisins et le Roi. Henri II en arrivant au trone

en 1156 defendit expressement de creneler un cha-

teau sans 1'autorisation expresse de la couronne. Peu
a peu les fortifications perdirent leur signification guer-
riere et bien avant le regne d'Elizabeth, elles etaient

devenues un simple motif d'architecture decorative.

Puis elles cesserent d'etre a la mode ; on le voit

encore a Snitterton et a Bilbury, mais dans les deux

regncs qui suiventon les sent condamnees a disparaitre;

a Hardwick il n'y a pas de fortifications a proprement

parler, mais des ornements a intervalles reguliers sur
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le mur, rappallent vaguemint les merlons; ony voitau;si

un ornement en pierre surmonte de la couronne com-

tale et des initiates E. S. Un ornement tres fantaisiste

couronne les bows-windows et la partie centrale de

la facade a Bramshill (p. 43). Cette demeure fut cons-

truite dans les premieres annees du xvii' siecle par

Lord Zouche. C'est une des maisons les plus curieuses

du style Jacobite en Angleterre. La balustrade qui cou-

ronne la clef de voute a Hardwick est peut-etre un

ajoule, mais, en tout cas, son emploi exclusif a Wootton

Lodge (p. 54) marque un nouveau mouvement loin de

la tradition. On pretend que les plans de cette demeure

ont ete faits par Inigo Jones.

Pour les ouvrages en brique, la grande difference

entre les anciens et les nouveaux est dans la dimension

des briques. Elles etaient autrefois longues, ayant de

i a 2 pouces de hauteur; on en comptait 6 au pied,

alors qu'aujourd'hui la moyenne est de 4 par pied. La

main d'ceuvre de fabrication se trouve reduiteainsi d'un

tiers, mais c'est au detriment de la valeur esthetique.

AvantGuillaume de Hollande on ne connaissait pas

le rang flamand, la facon anglaise consistait a poser un

rang en longueur et un autre de champ, tandisque dans

la methode flamande un rang est fait d'une brique en

longueur et d'une autre brique de champ alternative-

ment.

II ne reste guere de Layer Marney Hall construit de

1510 a 1530 que les tours ou la porte d'entree. Nous en

donnons une vue d'apres Twopeny en 1829 (hors texte

p. 49). On y voit des ornements en differenles briques,

coloree? . Quelques details de la porte des tours sont en

terre cuite. A Hampton Court on a cherche a employer

la terre cuite d'apres la methode italienne, mais on

cessa apres 1540. Des lors et jusqu'en ces derniers

temps, on n'employa plus la terre-cuite en Angleterre.

On avail une telle jalousie centre les ouvriers italiens

que ceux-ci n'auraient pas pu trouver un emploi, sauf

peut-etre dans le port de Southampton.

Les moulureset autres travaux appliques sur la brique

devaient doncetre faits de la facon la plus simple. Pour

les angles, les meneaux, les larmiers on employait la

pierre. Mais il y avait des cas par choix ou par rarete

de la pierre oil Ton n'employait que la brique : a

Eastbury House, a Deckford Hall tout etait en brique,

jusqu'aux dessus des fenfires, precede absurde, car un

accident, un affaissement du sol suffisaient a deplacer les

briques.

Les trois dernieres maisons que nous reproduisons

sont en brique avec coins, meneaux et parapets. A

Hollingbourne Manor (p. 53), qui date de 1565, on

pourrait citer la forme particuliere des pignons qui se

terminent en forme de cordes enroulees
;
tout a dis-

paru, mais les debris qui subsistent nous apprennent ce

que devaient etre les originaux.

Westwood House (hors texte 52) est un imposant

edifice de 1'epoque Jacobite. II forme un carre avec

quatre ailes qui se projettent en diagonale. Les grands

toils en pyramide au bout des ailes donnent plus de

relief a la ligne de la construction.

Nous avons dans Doddington Hall un autre type de

construction en brique (hors texte 56).

Les cheminees jouent un role important dans les

vieilles maisons. Les constructeurs anglais durent,

pendant les xvi el xvne
siecles, s'en lenir a la Iradition

du pays. Beaucoup de ces cheminees du temps d'Eli-

sabeth sont d'un style si netlement perpendiculaire

qu'on pourrait les croire bas-gothiques. Maisen realite

la vraie cheminee gothique etait toute differente, elle

avait son origine dans la lanterne surmontant 1'arete

d'un toil. La souche se terminait parun dessus conique

ou polygonal. D'autres cheminees gothiques prenaient

la forme de tours crenelees (hors texte 49). Dans la

cheminee du temps d'Elisabeth le coiTre de la cheminee

n'est pas couvert, ce qui prouve qu'a la longue on a

renonce a lui donner la forme d'une lanterne.

Tout d'abord elles etaienl separees; plus tard on les

groupa par deux et plus. Lescoffresn'etaienl pas reunis

du haul en bas, mais seulemenl a la base el au chapeau

(p. 52). Des coffres carres s'appliquaient a la base a

angle droit. Puis on eul le coffre carre oclogonal ou

cylindrique, avec chapeaux a grosses moulures. On

appreciera la valeur de loutes ces formes et de bien

d'autres en regardant les illustrations des p. 52, 48, 59.

Parfoisla cheminee est montee contre un mur exte-

rieur et lui donne 1'aspect d'un contrefort (p. 12 0123).

On ne connait pas de type aulhentique do gouttieres

et les cheneaux anlerieur au xvi siecle. On en trouve

de tres beaux specimens avec dessins en forme de roues

en plomb decoupe (p. 14, 16, 21), mais la plupart sonl

en plomb fondu. Parfois on grattait la surface et on y

appliquail une soudure brillante (v. p. 30 el 40) ou de

lapeinlure. AGuilford (p. 42) on en voit avec des armoi-

ries, des inscriptions. En faitl'art du plombier resta tres

conservateur et longtemps apres que le gothique eul

disparu on conlinua a voir des gouttieres en forme de

bastions ou de bees de pont du moyen age. Notons que

les plus anciens reservoirs sont de forme rectangulaire

moins sujelle a eclater par le froid que les cylindres.

L'armoirie a beaucoup servi comme decoration de la

plomberie et permet de lui assignor une dale : on y

trouve le lion, le leopard, la rose des Tudors, 1'ordre

de la Jarretiere (p. 28, 40, 42), la herse des Beauforl

(p. 44), la flour de lis d'Edouard III (p. 28, 24, 21). La

grenade choisie par Ferdinand et Isabelle apres la

conquete de Grenade en 1491-2 est importee en

Angleterre par leur fille Catherine d'Aragon ; elle

jouit de lafaveur jusqu'a la repudiation de Catherine

par Henry VIII. Elle disparait alors el on ne la revoil
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plus que pendant le court regne de la fille de Catherine,

la Reine Marie (1553-1558). C'est acette epoque qu'il

fautassigner les gouttieres de Dome Alley (p. 24). Parmi

les armoiries en plomb il faut citer celles de Haddon,

le paon faisant la roue, armoirie des Manners, latete de

verrat, armoiiie des Vernon. L'ecu barre (p. 21) rappelle

le mariage d'un Vernon et d'une Pembrugges, Fecusson

avec trois losanges en fasce, armoirie des Montagus n'a

pas du etre execute avant 1628. Les leopaids rampants

et les initialesT. D. rappellent Thomas Sackville, comte

de Dorset (p. 40 et aussi p. 42.)

II nous resterait a parler des jardins et de 1'entourage

des vieilles maisons, mais 1'espace nous manque, signalons

seulement Powis Castle (p. 58) et Mayfield Hall (p. 57).

Interieurs

Dans les maisons les plus anciennes, 1'entree principale

donnait dans le hall qui servait de salle de reception, de

salle a manger et de chambre a coucher; plustard pour

eviter les courants d'air on separa le hall de la porte

au moyen d'un ecran qui formait une petite anticham-

bre.

Cet ecran, ce tambour, etait decore de panneaux et

de sculptures. Un lambris courait autour des murs sur

un meme plan, sans cependant y etre fixe et sans faire

partie de la maison meme. II jouait plutot le role de

paravent mobile. On le transportait d'un endroit dans un

autre, ainsi s'explique le mauvaisetat dans lequel on le

rencontre parfois.

A Layer Marney(p. 59) on voit deux deces panneaux

qui datentdes premieres anneesdu regne d'Henry VIII.

L'un est sculpte avec un motif reticule, 1' autre (p. 60)

montre des enroulements au milieu de motifs avec

de la vigne. La forme la plus habituelle d'ornement

bien anterieurement a la Reine Elisabeth est le dessin

en replis qui rappelle avec exageration les plis d'une

etoffe, on en trouvera un exemple, p. 60., qui date

de 1535. II serait difficile d'imaginer quelque chose

de plus gracieux et de plus simple a la fois.

Nous reproduisons en regard de la p. 60, un dessinde

Twopeny montrant une chambre avec des panneaux de

cette sorte: sur une des portes on lit la date de 1573;

les panneaux doiventetre de cinquante ans plusanciens.

Nouslesretrouvonsa lafinduxvi c dans Rumwood Court

(p. 60) et jusqu'au milieu du xvn e
,
maisils ont degenere

au point de n'etre plus reconnaissables.

La grande salle de Manor House p. 63 nous mon-

tre des panneaux rectangulaires avec de simples mou-

lures droites qui montent jusqu'au plafond. La corniche

dentelee est de la Renaissance. La longue galerie de

Powis Castle (p. 67) a aussi des panneaux du meme
genre, mais qui ne vont que jusqu'a une certaine hau-

teur. Ces galeries qui couraient sur toute la longueur
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de la maison datent du regne d'Elisabeth ; on en pour-

rait citer un grand nombre.

La porte de la p. 62 est un specimen delamenuiserie

du temps de Jacques I"; ses proportions sbnt exquises.

Elle etait placee dans 1'ancienne residence dela famille

Roper ;
la maison ayant ete demolie, elle fut transporter

dans 1'auberge du village. Elle est placee dans un cadre

nouveau, mais a conserve toutes ses ferrures. Les gonds

appartiennent au genre dit tete de coq, tele de dragon

ou serpent, on en trouvera des specimens p. 61. Les

poignees et les entrees de serrures de la p. 62 montre-

ront combien on mettait d'habilete a fabriquer ces ob-

jets.

Pour les serrures elles-memes, voyez celle de la p. 61

qui est presentee sous ses deux faces.

Parlous maintenant des fenetres de la periode d'Eli-

sabeth. On ne peut rien signaler en vitraux. Le moyen

age les employait pour les eglises et la Reforme leur

donna le coup de la mort. La plupart du temps on em-

ployait les petits carres ou les pointesde diamant (v. H.

p. 60). On trouvera p. 64 neuf specimens des vitraux

de cette epoque. Remarquez que dans ces anciens vitraux

les plombs sont tres rapproches.

L'art du forgeron so remarque dans toutes les ferrures,

loquets, crochets, poignees qui representent une infinie

variete de formes en fer forge et perce.

Dans 1'emploi du plat re pour les Crises et les plafonds

les ouvriers indigenes avaient a choisir entre deux al-

ternatives : adopter les methodes du midi oil les pra-

ticiens italiens ont cherche a construire des plafonds

qui attenueraient la chaleur, ou se preoccuper des exi-

gences des pays du Nord qui consistent arepandre dans

la piece le plusde lumiere possible.

C'est ce dernier but que rechercherent les platriers

desxvi' etxMi'siecles etce qui fait lecharmedeleurs pla-

fonds. Pas de projections ensaillie nide mouluresaigues,

mais des modeles en bas-relief, doux, legerement con-

caves et permettant tous lesjeuxde lumiere.

Voyez le plafond de la p. 66, celui de la galerie de

Powis Castle (p. 67) et les dessins geometriques de

Layer Marney (p. 66).

Inutile d'insister sur les qualites de la grande frise

en platre colore d'Hardwick Hall, il suffit de renvoyer

au hors texte de la p. 64.

Plas Mawr (p. 65) est un musee d'ouvrages en platre,

plafond, mur et cheminee du temps d'Elizabeth. Lebla-

son et les initiales R. W. appartiennent au fondateur

Robert Wynne, le travail est de 1580.

Le manteau de cheminee de la p. 68 provient du

vieux presbytere de Brenchley (hors texte 60); sur 1'ou-

verture carree en pierreon a place un manteau en bois;

a gauche du cintre, des trophees; a droite, les armesdes

Fane et des Hendley; les initiales E. F. sont celles

d'Elisabeth Faine.



aux temps d'Elisabeth et des Stuarts

Les quatre autres cheminees ont des ouvertures rec-

tangulaires, trois d'entre elles sont maintenant a 1'Al-

bert Museum. Celle de la p. 69 qui est de 1600 a de

jolies mouluressur le liriteau et les cotes, maislagrande

frise du dessus avec des singes, des fruits et des bande-

rolles manque d'originalite. Celle de la p. 70 est en

bois.

Le manteau de pierre (p. 71) de 1606 a un caractere

plus Renaissance. Les enroulements de vigne sur le

linteau sont un excellent specimen du genre.

Enfin le manteau en chene sculpte de la page 46

porte la date ce 1619, mais il a les caracteres des

oeuvres du regne precedent.

Le fond du foyer etait souvent fait en briques dis-

posees en aretes de poisson.Contre ce fondondisposait

des plaques de fonte (v. p. 73) ; celles que nous repro-

duisons sont actuellement a 1'Albert Museum. La plus

ancienne est de 1584.

Devant les plaques de fonte, on placait les landiers

qui, poses a droite et a gauche, supportaient les souches

de bois a bruler. On trouvera des modeles de landiers

qui datent de la fin du xvi c
p. 74 et 75. La grille d'Had-

don Hall (p. 76) est un travail auquel il est difficile

d'assigner une date. II ne doit pas etre posterieur an

milieu du xvne et peut-etre est-il d'un siecle plus an-

cien.

Dans les auberges d'autrefois, les cheminees de la

salle publique etaient munies d'une cremaillere, on en

trouvera un specimen p. 76. D'autres (p. 77) sont du

xvii siecle, peut-etre du xvin'.

Enfin le trepied de la p. 78 qui represente une scene

de chasse est un bon specimen d'un travail qui se res-

sent fort peu de 1'influence de la Renaissance.

Au xvie siecle les escaliersdevinrent plus pratiques;

autrefois les marches tournaient autour du noyau en pas

de vis ou peut-etre meme avaient-ils la forme de 1'e-

chelle. Pour les escaliers du temps d'Elisabeth et de

Jacques nous noterons tout d'abordleur plan : ils montent

en rond autour d'une cage carree ;
ensuite les marches

plus largeset basses que celles denos escaliers modernes

sont divisees entre chaque etage par de courts paliers.

Les poteaux sont tres massifs et donnent bien 1'im-

pression qu'ils supportent tout 1'escalier. La rampe

n'est plus un simple baton, mais une partie importante

solide et souvent bien decoree. Voyez les escaliers des

p. 79-80-81-82.

Ameublement

Quand on etudie les us et coutumes du moyen age,

on est frappe du luxe des classes elevees en matiere

d'habillement, d'argenterie, de joaillerie et d'autres

ornements de luxe qui s'alliaient a un confort tres rudim en-

taire en fait d'ameublement. A 1'epoque de la Reine

Elisabeth, ces conditions s'etaier.t beaucoup modifiees et

cependant, en comparaison d'aujourd'hui, 1'ameublement

elait peu nombreux et ne comprenait que des objets

d'une utilite plus ou moins directe.

Pendant son regne c'est toujours le chene qu'on em-

ploie et c'est un type pratique et solide qui prevaut. Pas

ou peu de clous, les meubles sont assembles etconsolides

par des chevilles et c'est 1'absence de tout metal etran-

ger qui explique la duree de ces vieux meubles. Assem-

bles avec des clous de fer qui auraient corrode le bois

ils auraient depuis longtemps disparu.

La forme est toujours robuste, les barreset les jambes

sont droites, elles vont de haul en bas du meuble.On n'y

voit pas encore 1'invention des pieds en cabriole, d'une

construction si mal raisonnee et qui manquent de centre

degravite. Dans les types que nousdonnons aucune des

parties verticales n'est courbee ni bombee, les ornements

ne viennent que pour mettre en relief la structure, ils

ne prennent jamaisla premiere place.

Parmi les meubles, 1'un des plus anciens est la huche

ou coffre, a la fois armoire, siege et table. C'est a cause

de ce dernier usage que le couverclc est toujours plein

et uni. La forme coffre avec devant uni a precede le de-

vant grave et apanneaux en usage au temps d'Elisabeth.

Les deux coffres des pages 83 et 84 sont de ce type avec

une sculpture peu profonde.

On pent voir que les jambes se prolongent au-dessous

du corps du meuble pour le preserver de 1'humidite du

sol. L'adjonction d'un tiroir a ete une evolution du meu-

ble. La caisse a pans droits disparait, elle est remplacee

par une serie de tiroirs 1'un au-dessus de 1'autre. Puis

vient le coffre a tiroirs inonte sur pieds des pages 84 et

85. Les cotes des vieux coffres ne sont plus les

simples pans de bois des meubles modernes, ils renferment

des coulisses sur lesquelles les tiroirs glisseront plus faci-

lement. Le meuble a tiroirs en haut de la page 86 est

fort ouvrage, les dessins sont tres varies, et en forme

geometrique; il a trois divisions longitudinales; les

moulures horizontales qui lesseparent donnent aux pan-

neaux une apparence de profondeur, surtout quand le

meuble est place a angles droits avec une fenetre et re-

9oit une lumiere frisante (voir aussi p. 84, 85.)

Les commodes des p. 85 a 88 montrent une autre evolu-

tion du meuble. Une colonne abalustresupportele haut.

Puis la colonne est sectionnee et devient un pendant.

Le dressoir de la p. 87 avec son corps inferieurouvert

et son corps superieur polygonal fait songer au buffet

moderne, il est trop travaille.

Les chaises et les tabourets sont dans les anciens in-

ventaires designes comme tournes ou a panneaux. II en

est d'autres dits pliants en raisonde leur forme en Xplus

faciles a porter. On voit a Knoll des sieges de 1620 en

X avec cadre laque, siege et dossier en velours.

Les anciennes chaises sont fort rares, on ne les trouve
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qu'en piece separee ce qui vient que pendant dessiecles

lachaise etait la prerogative dumaitrede la maison. L'hon-

neur de monter au fauteuil dans les reunions vient peut-

etre de la; aussi tout siege qui appartient a une serie ne

doit pas Sti-e anterieur a la fin du regne d'Elisabeth

(voyez p. 102).

Les chaises a dossier assez trapues ont des dossiers

hauls, souvent ouverts comme p. 90. Le haut du dossier

quand il est travaille est d'epoque moins ancienne. Les

connaisseurs pretendent que le type le plus ancien

avait des barreaux tres pres du sol, puis a la longue on

jugeaque cette barre pour reposerles pieds etait inutile

et on la releva. A la p. 89 on verra trois types de fau-

teuils qui viennent du Yorkshire et du Derbyshire.

La chaise d'enfant de la p. 90 est du xvn siecle. Elle

est solide et bien posee, 1'enfant qu'on y place peut se

remuer sans crainte de la renverser.

Le fauteuil de la p. 91 et le canape de la p. 88 sont

en chene. Le siege etle dos sont recou verts encuir avec

clous en cuivre. Us datent du troisieme quart du

xvn siecle.

Le meuble garni d'undessus (p. 91) qui en basculant

sur un pivot devient le dossier d'un canape ou le dessus

d'une table est un de ces objets nommes communement

bane de moine; designation, incorrecte,carilsn'entre-

rent en usage que cinquante ans apres que les monas-

teres eurent disparu du pays.

Les tables a manger etaient etroitesen proportion de

leur longueur, car il etait d'usage de ne s'asseoir que d'un

cote de la table, 1'autre cote etant reserve pour le service.

On les a confondues avec les tables agalet (jeu aussi po-

pulairealorsquenotrejeu debillard). On trouve ces tables

mentionnees dans un inventaire d'Haddon Hallde 1637-8.

Deux longues tables sont representees p. 92 et 94.

Les tabourets sont bien connus, ils etaient places au

bout de la table et destines, dit-on, a celui qui decoupait ;

on les glissait apres les repas sous la table. Celui de la

page 95 est de 1'epoque des Stuarts; la partie superieure

est gravee; la portion entre les demi cercles qui s'en-

tre-croisent est peinte en noir, disposition assez rare

a 1'epoque. Le renflement des pieds est caracteristique ;

on en voit de semblables dans la table de la p. 93, ou la

grecque qui entoure la partie superieure etait un or-

nement pour ainsi dire inconnu en Angleterre.

La petite table de la page 94 est de 1'epoquejacobite,

celle de la page 95 a du etre restauree.

La table a tiroirs de la p. 92 vient d'une ferme du

Lincolnshire ; elle est placee aujourd'hui dans 1'Albert

Museum. Les pieds en forme de melon rappellent les

tables hollandaises de la meme epoque, on les voit dans

les tableaux d'interieurs hollandais.

II faut signaler encore les tables a vantaux qui
n'etaient pas a 1'origine des tables a manger. Elles

etaient ovales ou carrees (v. p. 94). Parfois lorsqu'elles
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sont grandes, elles ont un double support de chaque
c6te. Les jolis pieds en double spirale ne remontent pas

au dela de la seconde moitie du xvn e siecle.

Les deux grands lits (p. 96 et 97) ont tous les deux

un ciel supporte au pied par deux montants qui sont

separes du cadre meme du lit et parfois tres eloignes

(p. 96). Les trous perces dans le cadre (p. 97) etaient

destines a recevoir les cordes du sommier place sous le

matelas.

On trouvera p. 98 un detail du sommetd'un montant

de lit. II est tres epais. Les blocs carres du haut et la

base des colonnes sont incrustes d'os. Celui que nous

reproduisons porte d'un cote une marguerite, de 1'autre

une fraise sauvage et la legende Frezels. Les autres

dessins representent un navire a voiles deployees et

une paire de pigeons ;
a la base, en incrustation, les

mots : Foi, Esperance, Amour, Verite; mais la partie la

plus curieuse est la couronne en fer qui entoure la partie

superieure de ces colonnes. Les fleurs de lis en fer

rivees sur la colonne sont ornees de morceaux de nacre.

On pretend que la Reine Elisabeth a couche dans ce

lit et que les couronnes furent ajoutees posterieure-

ment pour commemorer cet evenement. Dans bien des

cas 1'histoire d'une visite royale est un conte. Ici en

constatant que ces couronnes de fer n'ont pas du faire

partie de la construction originale, on se dit que la tra-

dition est plus vraisemblable que d'habitude.

Eitoffes et Broderies

La perfection apportee a la fabrication des tapisseries

sur le continent, la facilite de se les faire envoyer

n'engagea pas les artisans anglais a en fabriquer eux-

memes avant le regne d'Elisabeth. Les magnifiques ta-

pisseries du Cardinal Wolsey dans son palais d'Hampton
Court furent achetees a 1'etranger.

On doit le premier essai d'un fabrication nationale de

tapeta a un habitant du Warwickshire nomme
William Sheldon. Dans la derniere moitie du xvn" sie-

cle il chargea un certain Richard Hicks de visiter les

Pays-Bas et d'y etudier les differents precedes de tis-

sage. A son retour Hicks installa plusieurs metiers a

Barcheston, dans la propriete de Sheldon qui dans son

testament date 1569 nommait Hicks le seul auteur et

fondateur de cet art dans le royaume*; il ajoutait qu'en

creant ces metiers il avait augmente la richesse nationale,

fourni une occupation profitable aux jeunes gens et pro-

cure a ses compatriotes les moyens de gagner beaucoup

d'argent. Ildeclaraitque certaines tapisseries desa maison

devraient rester a perpetuite dans sa famillc, mais elles

ont disparu.

Francis, fils de Richard Hicks, lui succeda : on connait

de lui une suite de tapisseries representant les cartes

des comtes d"Angleterre en 1640. Elles ne ressemblent
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pas aux cartes gravees ;
les bords seuls sont decores de

figures et de plantes sous des arceaux. Cinq de ces car-

tes, tout ce qui existe, sont aujourd'huiauMuseed'York

et a la Bibliotheque bodleienne.

En 1567 des metiers flamands s'installaient en Angle-

terre, en 1570 deux tisseurs hollandais travaillaient a

York. Mais la grande concurrence faite a Barcheston

fut la fabrique que Sir Francis Crane fonda a Mortlake

sous le patronage de Jacques I
cr

.

En 1670 d'autres fabriques s'ouvraient a Chelsea et

a Lambeth.

Les tisseurs signaient rarement leurs ceuvres ce qui

rend les attributions difficiles pour des pieces comme

celle de la p. 99. C'est une verdure qui datede la fin du

xvi'etdu commencement du xvii e siecle.

Si la tapisserie vint du dehors la broderie fut une

Industrie nationale. La broderie anglaise etait reputee

des le xm e siecle. La Reforme supprima la broderie

d'ornements religieux, maisleluxe prive donna un nou-

veau stimulant a cet art dans la derniere moitie du

xvi e siecle. Elisabeth se fit recevoir en 1561 membre de

la Corporation des Brodeurs.

La mode instituee,dit-on, par Catherine d'Aragon fut

de broderen soie noire, avec fil d'or et d'argent, sur fond

de toile blanche.

De grandes pieces comme celles que nous reprodui-

sons furent executees au petit point en soies de couleur

et laines sur gros canevas. Les deux morceaux (hors

texte p. 99) qui datent de la fin du xvi" siecle, repro-

duisent avec details de costumes et d"architecture les

deux histoires d'amour et de vengeance de Venus.

L'histoire de Myrrha est suivie de sa metamorphose

en arbre; on y voit Myrrha enfant, Adonis chassant le

sanglier et blesse a mort et Venus avec sa suite pleurant

la mort d'Adonis.

Une autre broderie au petit point en soie enrichie de

fils d'or porte le nom de Mary Hulton (hors texte p. 100).

Les initiales J. R. et les armoiries prouvent que 1'ou-

vrage n'a pas ete fini avant 1'arrivee au trone de

Jacques I".

On trouvera p. 100 et 101 des reproductions de bro-

deries conservees a Hardwick Hall. L'une porte la date

de 1590. De la proviennent egalement deux coussins, le

dossier etle siege d'un fauteuil (hors texte p. 102 et 103)

du temps de Jacques I"'
1

, peut-etrede Caroline. Faite sur

canevas la broderie a ete coupee et appliquee sur fond

de velours qui, avec le temps, de rouge qu'il etait est

devenu brun pourpre. On y voit des coquelicots, des

roses, des marguerites, des fleurs de fraisiers. On y a

meme ajoute des chenilles et des papillons ; on allait tom-

ber dans le type incoherent de la periode de Caroline

et du Commonwealth.

AYMER VALLANCE.

Le Premier Siecle de la Gravure

EN ANGLETERRE

Le premier siecle de la gravure sur cuivre en An-

gleterre n'a rien produit de vraiment artistique, mais

ses resultats ont une valeur historique tres grande. Cet

art passa deFlandres en Angleterre et fit son apparition

relativement tard. Les maitres de la gravure existaient

depuis longtemps deja en Italie, en Allemagne et aux

Pays-Bas. Au moment oil la premiere plaque de cuivre

fut gravee en Angleterre, Andrea Mantagna, Marc

Antonio Raimondi, Albert Diirer et Lucas Van Leyden
etaient tous morts laissant des gravures qui leur assu-

raient une imperissable reputation, mais, au debut, le

metier du graveur ne servit pas a reproduire 1'art de

la peinture ou a exprimer une idee d'art, ce fut un art

graphique destine a representer des scenes frappantes

de la vie humaine.

En 1540, Thomas Reynold, medecin, imprimait et

traduisait un traite des accouchements (The Birth of

Mankind) ouvrage illustre de petits dessins graves

d'apres des bois. Ce furent les premieres planches

sur cuivre connues en Angleterre. On ne sait qui les

executa ni si elles furent faites en Angleterre ou a

1'etranger. Cinq ans plus tard, Thomas Geminus,

habile chirurgien flamand attache a la maison du Roi

Henri VIII, fut le premier graveur sur cuivre en An-

gleterre. II introduisit ce procede dans son pays ainsi

que 1'impression des planches par une presse a rou-

leaux.

II fit son premier essai en copiant les planches anato-

miques du celebre Andre Vesale qu'il publia en contre-

facon a Londres avec un tres artistique frontispice ega-

lement emprunte.

Plus tard, il tenta le portrait en amateur et ses re-

productions, quelque peu crues, de la Reine Elisabeth,

dans ses premieres annees du regne, existent encore
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quoique fort rares; leur interet en tant que gravures

est purement historique.

Nous trouvons ensuite Jones Shute, peintre et arcTii-

tecte en 1553, qui grave sur cuivre des planches pour

son ouvrage. Les Premiers et principaux Elements

d'Architecture . L'archeveque Matthew Parker devi-

nant la valeur de 1'art de la gravure emploie pour sa

fameuse Bible de 1'Eveque de 1558, des graveurs,

des enlumineurs, des scribes et des relieurs dans son

palais de Lambeth.

Parmi ces graveurs on comptait les Anglais Hum-

phrey Cole et Richard Lyne, mais les principaux

furent les freres Flamands Francis et Remigius Hogen-

berg qui illustrerenl la Bible avec des portraits d'Elisa-

beth, de Leicester et deBurghleyet repondirentaux nom-

breuses demandes de gravures topographiques en pu-

bliant des cartes et des dessins d'architecture.

C'est un trait de notre temperament national que le

premier usage de 1'art du graveur ait ete d'exprimer le

savoir et 1'extraordinaire plutot que la beaute pitto-

resque.

Les esprits au temps de la grande Elisabeth se

lancaient dans la voie des aventures et des decouvertes;

les plans, les cartes et les recits de voyages devinrent

de plus en plus populaires; on voulait aller de 1'avant,

traverser les mers perilleuses a la recherche de pays

inconnus, revenir avec des connaissances extraordi-

naires et des fables plus merveilleuses encore, et les

gens d'imagination voulaient aussi raconter leurs im-

pressions et leurs aventures, reproduire par des cartes

les terres et les mers et conlier leurs croquis au

graveur pour les reproduire sur le cuivre encadres

d'ornements decoratifs appropriesa leur fantaisie pillo-

resque.

Quand on regarde les cartes dans les Voyages de Ha-

kkiyt ,
* Le Pelerinage de Purchas

,
Les Voyages de

Linschoter Le miroir du marin
,
* la Virginie de

Smith et autres ouvrages de voyages du temps,
-

leurs mers parsemees de vaisseaux anglais aussi grands

que 1'Angleterre elle-meine, avec des dauphins mons-

trueux, des serpents de mer se disputant le droit de srm-

verainete sur les Mots on peut se rendre compte de

la part importante de ces graveurs de cartes, qui inspi-

rerenl aux Anglais du temps d'Elisabeth et de Jacques

des idees d'imperialisme et des reves d'or.

Puis,l'Anglaisse mit comme Kipling avec sa ma-

chine a decouvrir 1'Angleterre et ici encore le

graveur lui rendit de Ires grands services. Comme nous

connaitrions moins notre pays meme avec 1'indispen-

sable Description d'Harrison dans la Chronique
d'Holinshed si nous n'avions les cartes de Christopher
Saxton si patriotiquement exploitees par Thomas Seck-

ford et gravees par Augustin Ryther de Leeds et

Remigius Hogenberg! Nous devons a Ryther la plus
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belle carte gravee d'Angleterre au temps d'Elisabeth,

en 1579, et entre autres choses une seriede dix planches

montrant l' Armada* courant a sa destruction. L'Angle-

terre du temps de Jacques I" se montre a nous dans les

cartes gravees par William Hole et William Kip pour
1'edition de 1607 du Britannia de Camden et dans

le beau livreimprime quatre ans plus tard : Le theatre

de 1'Empire de la Grande Bretagne , par John Speed.
Dans cette interessante serie de cartes dessinees et

rendues par Speed lui-meme, le celebre graveur Jodo-

cus Hondius (Joos de Homdt) trouva ample matiere a

son habilete et a son invention. II donna a toutes ses

cartes un grand interet pittoresque, en dehors des ba-

tailles, des vaisseaux et des monstres de mer. Dans les

compartiments d'ornement, dans les cartouches, il in-

troduisit les vues a vol d'oiseau des principales villes,

des portraits de princes, des devises heraldiques, des

episodes historiques; ses cartes d'Angleterre et

d'Irlande ont une grande valeur au point de vue du

costume. Comme Hondius, chasse de Flandres et refu-

gie en Angleterre par la persecution religieuse, mau-

vais vent qui fit fructifier les arts en Angleterre 1'ac-

compli Theodore de Bry, de Liege, exerca une grande

influence sur la gravure anglaise bien qne sesmeilleures

cartes, celles qui illustrent les Voyages d'Hakluyt

aient ete faites apres son retour dans son pays natal.

Les plus oelles cartes gravees furent celles de Benja"

min Wright dont nous donnons p. 114 le Canada ou

Nouvelle-France avec un dessin representant la peche a

la baleine; c'est un type tres caracteristique de la gra-

vure geographique de 1'epoque.

Toutefois, c'est par le portrait decoratif et les litres

ornes que la gravure sur cuivre se developpa lentement

en Angleterre. On comprenait peu la peinture, et de

fait, TAnglais sedentaire avail peu d'occasions de voir

de bons tableaux, mais les orfevres travaillaient avec

art, on les appreciait beaucoup, leurs dessins d'orne-

ment compliques avaient ete empruntes par les pre-

miers graveurs dont quelques-uns avaient travaille

comme orfevres. Le plus grand nombre cependant

employait pour motifs decoratifs des enroulements, des

rayures melees a des figures humaines demi-nues dans

un entourage floral et architectural de fantaisie et cela

suffisait au gout de leur temps.

William Rogers, le premier graveur important de

naissance anglaise, avail pratique le metier d'orfevre

avant de travailler sur le cuivre. Sa premiere planche

datee de 1589 Eliza Triumphans (p. 107) montre

dans son ornementation une maitrtse tres grande dans

1'execution des modeles familiers aux orfevres de Lon-

dres, ses contemporains. Dans ses porlrails, ses lilres,

et ses cartes, le Irail est toujours ferme el incisif. La

facon de presenter les sujets esl parfaite et originale et

s'il ne fut pas directemenl le maitre des premiers por-
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traitistes graveurs d'Angleterre, il eu( sur eux une reelle

influence. Avant Eliza Triumphans qui celebrait,

bien entendu, la victoire sur 1'Armada il n'y avail pas

eu de meilleur portrait grave d'Elisabeth. Rosa electa

qui est poslerieur est encore plus decoralif. La Reine

vierge est represenlee en grand apparat sur son trone.

Ce chef-d'oeuvre de Rogers est en meme temps 1'une

des plus importantes gravures de 1'epoque.

Dans les ombres de la figure de la reine on remarque

le premier essai de la maniere au pointille qui ne

devait etre employee que cent cinquante ans plus tard.

Jusqu'au regne de Jacques I
CI '

on ne rechercha guere

que les portraits graves d'Elisabeth et de quelques

personnages comme Burleigh, Essex, Nottingham et ce

terrible George Clifford comtede Cumberland (v.p. 108).

Tous furent graves par Rogers, certainement d'apres

nature; les trois derniers furent egalement graves par

Thomas Cockson. Ces amiraux etaient representes,

suivant la mode du jour, sur des chevaux fringants, avec

1'inscription des combats qui les avaient rendus celebres.

Cockson, moins bon graveur que Rogers, illustraen 1591

une traduction de Roland furieux par sir John Harting-

ton, et le premier il introduisit dans le litre orne les

portraits des auteurs, des fantaisies allegoriques, inno-

vation si remarquable pour un livre du xvn'
1

siecle que

son nom doit figurer dans 1'histoire de la gravure

anglaise. II travailla jusqu'en 1636.

Renold Elstrack, habitant de Londres, ne de parents

ilamandset eleve de Rogers commenca a graver en 1598,

mais son ocuvre principale date du regne de Jacques I" ;

le gout, de jour en jour plus grand, pour les portraits de

la famille royale, des grands et des personnes a la mode,

lui fournit un travail constant, mais peu artistique. Le

groupe representant les fiancailles de la Princesse Eli-

sabeth et del'Electeur Palatin Frederick (p. 115) est un

exemple caracteristique de sa maniere nette, precise et

pleine d'imagination. II eul un grand succes aupres des

libraires ainsi que leprouvent ses litres pour les oeuvres

du Roi Jacques, pour 1'Histoire du Monde de Raleigh

sa collaboration avec Compton Holland pour la Bazi-

liologia ,
collection de petits portraits dans une bordure

ovale dans le genre de Simon Van de Passe qui resta

longtemps a la mode.

William Hole, personnalite plus interessante, graveur

plus delicat et plus fin, fil des cartes pour Raleigh et

Camden, des tilres pour Ben Jonson, Draylon, Chapman
el Wither, et en i6n,dans Parthenia collection mu-

sicale par Byrd John Bull et Orlando Gibbons, imagina

de graver sur cuivre les caracteres de musique qu'on

imprimait jusqu'alors en mobile, innovation de la plus

haute importance, qui n'avail etc tentee qu'une seule

fois, sept ans auparavant,a Rome. Les portraits de Hole

sontimportants maisd'une grande rarete; son Charles I"

(p. 117) represente alors qu'il n'etail que Prince de

Galles, puis retouche apies son avenemenl au trone est

aussi interessant par les details que par les traits du

Roi.

On appreciera mieux encore le sentiment pittoresque

de ces anciens graveurs dans le groupe des fiancailles

de Charles I
ct avec Henriette de France, grave par

Francis Delaram, artiste flamand qui travailla a Londres

de 1617 a 1627. II aimait les motifs de Cherubins chan-

tant pour la decoration de ses planches, mais ses portraits

d'hommes ont de la force. 11 a moins reussi dans ses

representations des beautes de la Cour.

L'arrivee en Angleterre de Simon Van de Passe amena

une technique plus soignee et un sens plus delicat des

ombres dans la gravure anglaise de 1'epoque. Le der-

nier fils du fameux Crispin Van De Passe d'Utrecht,

Simon, estle plusconnu : depuis son installation a Lon-

dres en 1615 jusqu'a son depart pour Copenhague en

1622, il travailla constamment, grava des planches sur

cuivre, des plaquettcs en or, argent ou etain repre-

sentant les celebrites du jour depuis le Roi sur son trone

et la Reine a cheval (p. no) jusqu'a la Princesse indienne

Malaoka en vertugadin et en chapeau. II avail collabore

a la Baziliologia et probablement aussi il employa
le meme precede pour la nouvelle oeuvre de Compton
Holland la Heroologia Anglica , serie de personnages

connus graves par William et Magdalene Van de Passe

d'apres les esquisses de Simon Crispin. Le perc avail

fourni les fonds necessaires a 1'entreprisc.

William Van de Passe remplaca son frere a Londres

quand celui-ci devinl graveur du Roi de Danemark

et jusqu'a sa mort en 1637, il continua les traditions de

la famille. II grava nombre de portraits d'un interet his

torique. II avail une maniere curieuse el economique de

satisfaire rapidement les commandes de portrails en se

servant du meme corps dont il changeail la lete ; son

chef d'oeuvre, le Due de Buckingham a cheval devint

apres le meurtre de ce dernier, le portrait du Marquis

de Hamilton, favori du Roi. II abusa du moyen qui con-

sistait a indiquer qu'un personnage etait morl en mel-

lanl des cranes sous ses mains, comme on le verra dans

le groupe de la famille du Roi Jacques (p. 116), planche

qui ful retouchee plusieurs fois a 1'occasion d'une nais-

sance, d'une mort ou d'un manage.

Les Freres Van de Passe eurent des eleves dont le

plus connu est John Payne, graveur de merite el d'ori-

ginalite qui, s'il n'eut pasgiiche son laler.t el neglige les

occasions el meme le palronage de Charles I"
r -

aurait rendu de grands services pour le developpement

de la gravure, car les temps elaienl venus. Cornelius

Janssen, Daniel Mylens, Rubens el surtout Van Dyck
allaienl inspirer le graveur el lui reveler loul ce qu'il

pouvail demander a son art. Dans les premieres annees

du regne de Charles I
01

',
Robert Van Voersl el Lucas Vos-

lerman, deux excel lenls graveurs flamands, etaient a
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Londres el y giavaient des planchesde cuivre, Ires supe-

rieures a tout ce qui avail ete fait jusqu'alors. La meil-

leure oeuvre de Payne est dans ses portraits de predica-

teurs et d'oraleurs, son oeuvre la plus connue est la

grande planche double representanl le grand vaisseau

Sovereign of the Seas (p. 112) le premier trois-ponts

de la marine anglaise : elle est datee de 1637.

Martin Droeshout doit d'etre cite uniquement parce

qu'il eut la chance de graver le portrait bien connu de

Shakespeare sur la premiere page de son Theatre. Wil-

liam Marshall ne vaut guere mieux et ne vit que pour

avoir associe ses gravures a des noms immortels. Cepen-

dant le litre de la Cyropoedia est de ses meilleurs ;

parmi ses portraits, il faut signaler ceux de John Donne

jeune, et de Sir Thomas Fairfax a cheval.

Inutile d'insister sur Vaughan Cross et Cecil qui

n'etaienl que des commis aux gages de libraires. Mais

il faul citer deux bons eleves de John Payne, George

Glover et William Faithorne. Glover a fait quelques

belles pieces Sir Edv,rard Dering , d'apres Janssen

et John Pym d'apres Bower, et d'apres nature, un

Sir Thomas Urquhart (p. 118), premier traducteur

de Rabelais.

DeFaithorne qui devint le premier graveur du xvir sie-

cle nous donnons (p. 119) le Prince Rupert, d'apres

Van Dyck, type de sa premiere maniere qui seul rentre

dans le cadre de notre etude.

II fut execute ivantque Faithornequittat Londres en,

1643 en compagnie d'amis pour aller defendre la cause

du Roi : il prit une part brillante au fameux siege de

Basing House. Fait prisonnier il se remit a la gravure

et executa de belles planches dans sa prison, entre autres

le portrait du general Fairfax. Plus tard, il parlil pour

Paris, etudia sous Nanteuil, revint a Londres en 1650

maitre habile qui avecles ressources de sa hachure, ses

ombres et ses lumieres finement exprimees en un

trait n'avait rien a craindre lorsque apparut la nou-

velle et charmante melhode de la mezzotinte. Mais

c'est la un autre chapitre que nous n'avons pas a trailer

ici
;
elle est marquee par 1'arrivee en Angleterre de

1'eau-forte d'Hollar et de la ligne gravee du Faithorne

d'avant Paris. Aucune planche de 1'epoque n'a plus d'in-

lerel que ces premieres oeuvres du fameux graveur de

Boheme : de celles-ci la moins interessanle n'est pas la

vue du Gresham's Royal Exchange (p. 120) gravee

en 1644 pendant la captivite d'Hollar. Ses malheurs

n'avaient pas assombri ses yeux et sa pointe etait

restee aussi aclive qu'accomplie.
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